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19. ABSTRACT (Continued)

Beneath a nuclear umbrella insurgancy has prolifecrated
amo~ngst the developing nations of the world. Insurgency if
uncheckud poses a threat to the stability of the world. To
maintain stability, developed nations migjht have to support
develop,"'ng nations to combat insurgency. This support
should be based upon common principles of Insurgency,
counterinsurgency and counterinsurgency support to the host
nation.

Using the principles of revolutionary warfare evolved by the
British Staff College, Camberley, the author has examined
the validity of those principles. He has found that the
insurgent does not have complete control over the subjective
principles such as cause, popular support, leadership,

external support, and creation of an alternate society.
However, the insurgent does have initiative in the objective
principles of choice of terrain, engaging in protracted war,
and gaining intelligence.

The author is of the view that principles of
counterinsurgency should be asainly obJective in nature but
directed towards attaining the subjective principle of
popular support. The author feel% that, as Insurgencies are

duraWS ta i , ar &ry QIf.~aLLI LI IE alLiwiI*J eali

to deal with the problem~, planning and organisation for aI, long term perspective, and harnessing the total potential of
the count'-y as a national approach Is ejsnntial for quicker
counterinsurgency success. He stresses ths~t insurgents
should be isolated in order to bring them back to democracy.

In providing counterinsurgency support to a host natiori, the
author foels that the siding nation should first analyze the
principles of insurgency and counterinsurgency In operation
in the host, nation. He has explained that enduring common
Interests, national will, and minimum visible support are
necessary principles to be followed in host nation
counterinsurgency support.

* ~The auth-or has arrived at the principles of insurgency,
counterinsurgency and counterinsurgency support to a
developing nation through a procass of hiustorical analysis.
The author accepts that the principles are not exhaustive to

* r~over all Insurgencies, yet they serve as a basis for
actions by the counterinsurgwnt.
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ABSTRACT

PRINCIPLES OF INSURGENCY AND COUNTERINSURGENCY, AND SUPPORI
IN COUNTERINSURGENCY TO A DEVELOPING NATION: by
Colonel Tejindar Singh SherLill, Indian Army, 136 pages.

Beneath a nuclear umbrella insuar-gencry has proliferated
amongst tuje developing nations of the world. Insurgency if
unchecked poses a threat to the stability of the world. To
maintain stability, developed nations might have to support
developing nations to combat insurgency. This support
siould be based upon common principles of insurgency,
counterinsurgency and counterinsurgency support to the host
nation.

Using the principles of revoluti nary warfare evolved by the
British Staff College, Camberley, the author has)examined
the validity of those principles. He has f6und that the
insurgent does not have complete control over the subjective
prPinciple% such as cause, popular support, leadership,
external support, and creation of an alternate society.
However, the insurgent does have initiative in the objective
principles of choice of terrain, engaging in protracted war,
and gaining intelligence.

The author is of the view that principles of
counterinsurgency should be mainly objective in nature but
directed towards attaining the subjective principle of
popular support. The author feels that, as insurgencies are
of long duration, an early enunciation of the national aim
to deal with the problem, planning and organisation for a
long term perspective, and harnessing the total potential of
the country as a national approach is essential for quicker
counterinsurgency success. He stresses that insurgents
should be isolated in order to bring them back to democracy.

In providing counterinsurgency support to a host nation, the
author feels that the aiding nation should first analyze the
principles of insurgencv and counterinst'jency in operation
in the host nation. He has explained that enduring common
interests, national will, and minimum visible support art
necessary principles to be followed in host nation
counterinsurgency support.

The author has arrived at the principles of insurgency,
counterinsurgency and counterinsurgency support to a
developing nation through a prices- of historical analysis.
The author accepts that the principles are not exhaustive to
cover all insurgencies, yet they serve as a basis for
actions by the counterinsurgent.
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In the shadow of nuclear deter-rence, future cuittlict

lies primarily in the spectrum of conventional war and low

intensity conflict. Insurgency and counterinsurgency are a

part of low intensity conflict and have also been waged

complementary to conventional war. Dr Richard Clutterbuck

has said " Guerrilla warfare and twrrorism, rural or urban,

Int-vrnal ... or inI".*ztcnl him - e-htmrbted now h~qca~m1 the

* primary form of conflict for our time." 1 Guerrilla warfare

and insurgency are synonymous. lerror-ism is a weapon o4

insurgency, although it does exist indmpende-ntly of

insurgency al so.

Using figures quoted by David Woud in Conflact in

the_ Twentie~t _Cenrtury, Brian Jegnr.nG has ,ioted that tIhere

have been at least seventy-eight insurgencies botween the

period 1945 to 1984.2 He says " lh three cDroponents of

armed conilict-conventional war, guerrilla warfare and

terrorism will coexist in the future. Governments and

* subnational entities will employ them individually,

-mI



inteor changeablIy, sequuinti aIIy or simu Itarnt-ou,1 Oy. .imid w aIll L-e

requirud to conitat them. "_ Dr S~am L. Sof i~esiar has %tatrd

in~ the preface to Ravolutionary L-'uvrriIlla War4arv~

"Revolution is hews to %itiy indu~initsl.. adfG tevalulLiuiiaiy

guerrilla warfare it. par-ticularlyV uspful %UraLogy OuLr thk-

weak, the frustratadr, the alitunated. the~ ser1lerji Lif t~u~wr

agairiut exisiting regircers." Pi governments andl thkE mili tar

are likely to bu invcolv&d increasingl\v in d~ealing~ wilth

x nsur gon i eS, thei stuoy of x n%,ur nEfcy dfld LOUnfteW Ita urL ijLrcY

in the meodern awurld i-_ eusetitiaa.

I lie potentital for- insr ugwnc- xr-l tho worlId ho beai,

multiplying with the emergence c~f developing natiorab.- it

liad bwon hoped that the end of Cc IcnIPSIAIiim arid the adveii! of

detente between majt.,r powers would bring an eiid to

insurgency. Historically, sach has not beeo thep L~ae. ')

Internal instability associated with muder-Eif.-ation haýA

creatwd insurganLxas arid the poitential for- ins~r)I~iaLY.

Developing oations hav'e bwen especi*lly prone to

inrstability.

I.Developing na4tions5 are those whic.1i Arte
proressingj baeyud traditional %iCLIxrtieb and W11I LI
a~re experiencing wconomic, I'OCxal, military.,
poli tic.*l, technaologi cal arid ps ' -chol (qiiJa cI chaisge?.
This change is normally characterLsed czs

mcrder ni sat or growth and national
development ... davelup~ ng naticips are dis:-ar dinfy Lime
traditionin, values, inivtýtuticns, and pt.-copti(uw. ut
a tr aditional societY... this. oftwn resultf. A it



anxiety and frustration which may create taiesion said
di worder . "6

As tcwu-thirds of the world's nations can be

classified as "devqilopng sflnurgk'• firts are a 4act ut the

present and the future.

There is another Imbalance xn this assws•meit- vwrv

few dwvwloping nations are to be fouiid in the 'Wit'. Iliei-

ivatiorsu are concenlrated in Asia, Africa and Latin AmeriL., i
"rettween 1948 and 1967, almost all countriwtl of LatLin

Amerisa, two-thirds of the countries of Asia, and one-rhalf

of thutce In Africa that had gained independence by 1962

recardad one or more successful or unsuccessful attempts to

change their governments by unconstitutional means." 7 Since

1945 tu Lhi p.eowrst, the british arin~d forces have been

involved in 62 separate operations, of which 15 have been

cutntf.-ri'surgency operations. 8 The U.S. in the past two

decades has provided suppurt in insurgency prevention and

counter-insurgency to a number of developing nations like th4

Republic of Korea Phillippinv%, South Viettiam, Ira•i,

11ta~land, Granada and El Salvador.

I1 tha potential for insurge0Icy i klltuwed tW wimLet

unchecked an uiistable situation will be created in maiiry

parts of the world. This instability would affect the

interest% of developing and developed nations adversely.

Ines;r. interests could b& or.e-sided, or they could be commorl

3



interwsts of short at 3nq-term durati•ti. LIt enoot ca!es. as

is proven by harteory, aeveloped riations have L.rne tu the aid

of a developing nation beset by insurgency.

If a developed nation is to support d developinig

nation to combat insurgency, the programmes of the two

nations in dealing with the insurgency must be compatible.

rhxs fusion o4 intent, and action will be difficult if there

is little or casual agreement on prxinisples of dealLaio with

insurgency. The developing, or host nation, is likely to

request aid in an initernal matter, when the bituation is

either out of control of its own resources, cor, it Ij, in the

act of losing control. For a developed nation to s•Lppott a

difficult. Howe'wer, if both (uatiun%. had beewn mcnituiiaau toeI

insurgency on the basis o. common interests and common

p 4nciples, resulting action would be rational, LimLiv and

with an expectation of success. One of the repsun% fur the_

British success in the Malaya counterinsurgencv is that they

dwealt with it as one government: by the time the

independent Federation of Malaya was proclaimed in Alugus.t

19•7, the insurgency tiad been effectively controllud.

In the future, it a c ality of uiiderstaiiua ,a

exists between developed and oiveloping natiuims un thi-

pt inrcipies of insurgericy and counter ir?!ý.urgeyILY. 00otttzal

4



interests of short long-term duratiou,. It jic)%t Cate- . as

is proven by hirto, y, oeveloped riationi hIave Lume Lu ti., aid

of a deveioping nation beset oy insurgency.

If a developed nation is to support a developiog

nation to combat insurgency, the programmes of the two

nations in dealing with the insurgency must be compatible.

This fuuion of 2ntent and action will be dif+icult if there

is little or casual agreement on priinciples o+ dealioig witl,

insurgency. The developing, or host nation, is likely to

"request aid in an Internal matter, when the bituatiuim is

either out of control of its own resources 4 or, it is in the

act of l os ng control. For a daveloped nataoni to stappor t a

%UC- h51USTAAI-Ot L WUL. Lr I@MA I gCi-o.:j atthl ' ~ '

difficult. However, if both rmatiunh had beWr, mLnitu* AIIU tI,

insurgency on the basis of common interests and commait

principles, resulting action would be rational, Limely and

with an expectation of success. One of the reasun% fur thme

British SULCcSs in the Malaya counterinsurgency is that they

dealt with it as one government: by the time the

independent Federation of Malaya was proclaimed in fluqui•L

19Z7, the insurgencV had been effectively controlled.

In the future, it E nn1al ty of understae.j' "U

exists betweeri developed and developing natiuis. uii tI,9

"pt in.ciples of insurgerncy and counterirturgenbILV. Potef-tlal

4



,nsurgenc.es might be avoided, and counter fnbur gwiacy

measures might be imore effectively mounted. It in tile

purpose of this thesisi to examine the princIples +or

1hiurg•¢n=y, c~unterinsurgency, and additional primiciples of

counterinturgency support to a developing nation. 1h1

e•de;hplet ano principI%. to be examined are bY nio laliiJs

.xhausLive and cannot cover all insurgeikcie.. 1o art Ive at

tt,• princ.ple , no absolute data can be produceu. FIowever.

through a comparison of principles adopted by itatiomis iok the

free world, common and workable principles can be

determi ned.

N
'I
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I his thesis det iries urel v thot-e ter InS WhIIIh dr e

Dssettial to the the--is for clarity. Most of thesL tere

canre rii t~he word 'isul ation .a ter m not defined bý author s

writiing on the sub i&ct of couriterinsur gencv. t:) 4 a[

'isolation' Bias been mainly aýsiociatecd witti tI,& WhIVt.ILkI

*cutting ojff the guerrilla from the p-jpulatioi) cbuttaiiiiriu

him.,9 or. cutting off guerrillas from the source o+ their

str enqjthl. The term has al so bepn uwed in covinectiion W3 th

the strategic hamlet programme' which was a relocation of

village% and people accomplished successfully in fl1kiavc% aosd

*unsucc--ss4Lullv in Vietnam. Ihtit programme included the

Lonrtroi of iinovernerit of people and supplies." fice de+iiiition

of isolation used in this thei inicludes t*'w oclitiL-al

and psychological aspects as weJl.

I nsur geicyV. A movement by a swct ioni ut thv Lit--LA&I

directed towards tl)L overthrow or deqratdaLlu~n of

(-Lib~ ttiti onal authuiriLv thirough 5ubvft.r siun. Coer Li Oi).

terror m .m aod armLed forcc.

1L) I at I OFI. I-cd itICal .phVSICal. U!.vcImul cii.t.dI 011d



sQcio-economic control by the government. which forces the

jrisurqeiit to respond to counter insur-cercv neasures and

rieturii to the path of democracy.

P-olitical Isolation. !he refutation of insurgent

ideology and mwthods by a target population. the people of a

country ano a %ignificant body of worid opinion.

Physical Isolation. The restriction of the

insurgent activity to a particular geographical zone, areA.

or locaiitv.

Socio-Economic Isolatzon. The reduction of

insurgent economic capability to such a level whereby it is

d-fficjLt to achieve insurgent stated gomiu1, iib i cai.di

isolation from economic support of sympathetic groups Dr

nations and an improvement of the Locio-economic profile uf

the target area.

Psvchologic.l Isolation. Alienation of the people

of a country and the target population from insurgent

strateoic, operational and tactical methods. it implies the

achievement oa moral ascendencv bv legitimate authority.

Partial lso~atioii. Isolation of the irnsurgent ii

orie or more, or- a combination of factors of isolation.

Icartial isolation could be sufficient to lead to the

7



controlling oi an insurgency. The +actors or combinati•on o0

factors leading to SuLh a situation wouid varv "itI, thne

environment in the target area and its people.

Lonstituticjnal Authoritv. Auttioratv derived r umr

the laul applicatiorn of the terms of a na.txuii . basiL

rou-le of operatiorn in the fur inn of a wr ittein cUIIstILLuti on or

traditional. religiuua, culttiral value5 atod laws.

Securitv Forces. lhe orgaiiisatiun and forces ubed

by a couaitrv to combat insurgency. It includes powers and

procedures provided to those forces by the oovernmeiLt of the

country acting within its legal constitutional authIur itv.

"These forces include the government, its auencies. roliktarv.

par-a-mi~lit-ary, PC!- .... an %;I!:n .. ho ha-ve been taýýked to

implement counter-irsurgency measures.

Counterinsurgencv Measures. Measures irnitlated by

constitutional authoritv to combat insurgency. Mtaýur et

iriclude the use of government agencies. Eecuri tv fur LLe_.

political ;nitiatives, socio--economic effort3. dipl~UnaLv and

psyctoulogical action.

Visibilitv. The degree of knowledae byv SeLLe Lv

forces of the insurgent. his e.nvirofnment. stratanqy.

operations. tactics and means of support. [1ils is a ba'=A.IL

requir emenrt for su-ccEss+ul SecL.r I tv force UPL.tr atl. unrý

I



Lhr oughuut an insurgency.

Revolution. A mass movement whose obiect is the

overthrowing of an existino system of jovernmenl. A

revolution could be peaceTul or, starting from insurgency

lead to civil war. A revolution is normally characterised

by 5pontaneity and violence.

Civil War. Armed conflict between two or more

population groups within a countrv who are seeking to seize

political power through force. It assumes that the armed

forces o4 the country would be split amongst the warring

Or oups.

I.eoltiLmacv. ihe acceptance by the people o4 a

Ljovernment s right to oovern. In a demotracy, the

uuvernment would have been elected in a free arid fair

electiLon.

9
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FEk I EIe:W C3F L_ I -rYrE2-T- TURFt--

Counteri.ng insurgency has been one of the functions

of established governments through the ages. In this

cenitury, however, insurgency has received a deserved

attention in literature. fhe richness o+ -this literature

became appi-rent in tht. 1950s and it increased +u.the, with

the impetus given by the the Vietnam war and modern

terrorxim. As successful insurgency leads to eventual

political change, modern literature on insurgwncy te-dliects

the rtistorical political rrocess in the world. Available

literature can be divided into three main categories-

literature on insurgency, Lounterinsurgency and,

counter insurgency support to a host nation.

The fall of colonial empires and the spread of

commurnism have been the main subjects +or literature ort

x nurgency. Communism has fed upon the decay of the

Lolonial systems in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Ma-ny

altihors have conicerntrated upon the study o+ insurojency and

dehvel oped 'pri ic pl e5 , 'fr amewor ks or r equi r er•eents + or A

11



%uccwustui insurgencv. Some authors Ihave, Iii part, dm+,u'ii

the principles of counteri surgency or evemi lawt ut

counterinsurgency. However, the collation and coditzcaL iuij

of the principles o+ counter irsurgency has Malliiy beei, tLhe

work of armed forces o+ nations, who are responsible for

evolving doctrine for the application ot rnililarv +OL'CL JI

an insurgent environment. Ihe issuk of support ot a

developing nation has received consider-able atteitiuti iii tile

British and American armies.

I.E. Lawrence is perhaps tlae f.t moder, aUtiour ItL

descr'ibe the initiation and execution Ut ark i1,turYE4,,.. lIe

considered insurgency (though he called it 'wajr ), |ciLder I
three variables: "algebraic. 'biological atd

psychologwcai'. 1he ajlebraic duaiL with 'Aij ,dLIL.ALMI

of time and space, terrain, communications, troup-o asid

mechanical inventions. The biological implied the phv'ý.ial

"3op iLatLion ot these idea%. He called tie psyChCtologica1

the element of adeas. He said,

"..suppose we were(as we might be) all irifluea,•t.
ant idea, a thing intangible, invulnerable withotit
+ftont or back, dri+ting about like a gqat: ... utIt
kingdoms lay in each man's mindsl...ours wouI be a
war- o+ dstatchment. We wwre to cottain tit, etem ,v u,.
the silent threat of a vast unknown desert... tout
attack dirracted not aga•ist him , btit Aguiillt iis
stufi+ +...e had to arrange (our) minds..the meiidb ,ot
the enemy.. then those otiter minrds 0t the ,cit x *ji
L-,pportxng us".3

In a few lines Lawrence sketched a stratLu- jit

12
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iuisutrgeriny, wherw a small band u+ insurgents LOUId exthaust

the resuur-ces 0.l their opponeeit5 whimle drawing sitr eamth fru um

the terrain, the people(the Arab 'nation') and psychological

super i or x t v.

Prior to the time Lawrence was executing his

insurgent strategy, V 1 Lenin had already stated that the

"Revolutionary situation" required five elements. lhe five

elements were based upon class struggle culminating in

rebellion by the oppressed classes, the organisation and

direction of the rebellion being in the hands of the

commuiiist party serving as the vanquard of the

proletarlat.
4

Lenin's theory was +undar.entally changed by Mau

hsetung's concept &l "people's war". While stressing the

primacy of the leadership of the communist party, he Dnsured

it! seeurity by having the party build its own army. lie

Advocated peasant mobilisatiun because hi realksed th•a

guerrillas need a mobilized and sustairnuig people belhiind

them to aChieve success.5 In his writings he gave to the

insui gents of the world a methodology of "people s war"

based on its organlsationm into strategic phases. 6

Mao's concepts are mirrored in the writings oa Vo

Nguyen Giap, another successful guerrilla leader. 7  Dr

Dougls FPike has observed, however, that in the case of the

1.3



North Vietnamese str-uggle, the military anid political icj

shared almost equal primacy ini power-, the 'armied' itrtiytji

and 'political' struggle being two arms of a PIncer dirLected

against a common enemy. Ithe ar med struggle wat.L, Arr~edl

out by conveiiti anal war- together- wi th querr- i A'I a war 4 ar e

patterfied oni the coitcept of 'pr otr arLtd war ai eIiufiL Ia1ed

by Mao. 6

With the overthrow ot the weak 8at itata rayiiii~ ii,

Luba by F-idel Lastro, Latin America fa&Ced the umeryeIRIDL Uf a

new insurgent concept- the faco' thwory. Uhe Uue&Var.-i

advanced this theory, which statess

"First~ly, the people's forCPS LAI) wini a war
against the army. Secondly, we rived not.iwy wait
for- all the revolutionary conditions to be pa eweaii.;
the iriburrection itself cani crw~iLe Llowmj. thi1rdly,
in the under-developed parts of America the
battleground for the armed struggle shiould iii Lthe
main be the countryside."'9

Interpreting IChe ', J Morerno has said tha~t iii &C.Clei-LC

+uoo implied that "necessary conditzuit-ii to a revuLiutjtiuger y

situation ca-i be created through the emergence in rur-al

areas of highly Lrained guerrilla tighters oruaiiitt:aj iisw~ a

highly cohesive group called the 'foco U* le dlidE

recognise three pre-couiditxions thaL were required befur u Uhe

catalyst of the 'foco' could be applied. I hese 64er e: I at- 1

of- leyiti~ii~cv Of the goverinment. inakbilitv uf recjL~ai

cJhaiiiveI to redress Lensi ons, arud the per ceptiorn t.ts-L .-kl

14



legal avenues to change the situatircl are closed.I 0

IhN cr-eatioF, u a 'foco" invariably led to the

truativin of an o.lite nut unlike the Lesuni st primacy of them-

pru.ulariat, for the leaders of the 'foco were drawn .-rrj,

the middle classes. lRegis Debrav, echoehl•g these concwpts,

iuggest&d the cuilstart: LreatloIu% of querrilla fronts. I114

tronts would be hwaded by the revolutionary vanguard,

commanded by the revolutionary elite itself. J)mbr/y felt it

was crucial that the polit.cal and military leadership b&

combined into one command under one leader. 1 1 In Bolivia

thib elitism perhaps created a barrier between Che's 4uco'

and the peasants. It has been argued that his oistance from

the Bolivian peasant made inst't,-ti-.raal form mare important

trian actual work. 12 Chw" urderstorid the ntsd for eupport of

the Bollvian peasants but could never, establis•t the

r-eL3.%sary rapport with them.

Larnos Marighela transplanted the 4oco concept LuL

an urban setting in Sao Paulo and achieved initial WULLcWms.

He continued to believe, however, that the urbi;h area was a

tactical' field while the 'strategic battle iiad tu be won

in the rural areas. He was unable to develop ani endurirg

+oco' in Sao Paulo and was killed wxthiii a year. Hi left

to posterity the "Mini-manual ol the Urban Gueirilla" which

ihas guided urban guerrillas and terrurists to the present

15



Ihe principles for a succeiuful tiiftir~jL11,LV I,,*VL UPWOI

discussed by many authors~. Jorill J. VLL~tii 0b.vati iped Ilbi

principles based upon the coapmunifit model cit gue.-rilIl

doctrine propounded by Ma.1Rbr laber . ijoxitt beyond thi-z

LOMrnUin St model , set down the "pt t2-r eqoi si ter. -if a

%uccessful inzur-gency" 15Sr-, British doctrxine ir

comprehmn%ive in its doscription of the princ.1pJwu of

revokut~icjn" The U.S. Army Ihas developed "maEjor eiemenetý."

for ain 3naurgenci.1 /' Z3ard E.O'Weill harp eivolved

.requirements' kod a "Franowork for Anoilvai~a" of aim

insiurgency which are sin1 tar to thV L~n'ict1u~O1-1 uf LIsae

U.S~.Army apart. fromn the facL:,r of 'eivis uiiimont ea~ pr esieled

Lagging behind literaiture deal.ing~ witmii imq~m..~y,

cou,-utei insurgent litef-atlure cliimbedl slowl~.y +tamr

pro-colonializsm to anti -comrmunist insur qencv akiiu thsei Lu akm

e~zarnir'.ation of ir-!ýLtrge.icies jin 9Lmnfiral. Fr .nmk F ittzuii in Ititi

book~s, L~ow Pitens-.ity Oparatixons: Subversionm, lnt-.Ut y9-imm',

Peace-.Keeping 1 9 and BUFrCh Of FiVsP,A~' dE'mon~t-ates jIii 5

evolution and brings out the xmpr-rtance of intelligeIL-e, the

necess~ity oif legality in L~OUnter ~r urnCenm.1.Y oper ati -.ins amid

the role of thme soldier beyond mere mi h tarv~ aLAt um. Ilk&

pro-culoni~al Rotce-r Tr inquier in Modern Warfare, fimaý



SULLII)LtIy Preueiit, d a bluepr int for a() e~feLtiV&

LflUntef insurgqiny.. He! favour-s dir-ect and total action

.Against the xribuLrgentsa with the aim of "debtr ULL. can of the-

zilitury~eiAt ar ~i~aisatxaioui21

Nut quite as many authulrs have cudi~fiwd tho

p~iiti~esOf counter insurljeIILV. 'The firsiL tivw pri-iciples

Lif Br i L.sh Counter- Revolutionary warfare doctrxiji Have bwhw"'

wstablished by Sir Rober-t lhiompson. 2 2 )he cuntributiW'S Uf

Or Richard Clutterbuck and General Sir Frank )kitsoii have

resulted in the acceptarice Of ton principles of countcer

revolutiona-v warf+are by the British Army*2 3 McCurn also

e'volved five principles for counter revulutiortary warfare.

itiese principles. ware a reversal of the pr-inciplLes of

ru.voluL,.onary warf4ar-e. He saw the task c+ the

counterinsurgent as taking the inblirgunts back through the

phasen they %,er-e attemnpting to follow.2 '4 Unlike the BritiIi

At-mv, the U.S.Army has riot enunc~iated 'prxnciplwi6 of

L-ounte-iiisurcgetncy ptar so. The U.S. Ar my belie-.'ws thtiL tth~

Pr nCIPIeS of War Continue L~o serve- a% a cyL'icl regrboieis ot-

ILhe ii-Ler%,iity of the con+lict. 25 PIluo IF consunance witli the)

teriets of *airland battle doctr-inw, which arw, euiti~ati\,W,

de~lht, iaq~iity anwd synclir-onifietion, the U.S.Arniy aLL~api,

the'se a% riiiale for low intensi ty Coo 11 cL liavI Ig a

broader' mwanitig and d,_fferent' application.2 I~ he

1).S.Ar-my has in addition laid down three interdependent

17



componients as a par t of i ntser na def encL atud

development (I DAD) stratw~v in %uppcort, of a Itos.L i,&.atuo..

Iliese are 'mobil isatiura. -r',utrali'datiuia and bdisikgLe-u

d~evulopmerit .27
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In a military community the reference to

priticip~es' generally implies 'the principles of war

11tese principles are seen as a guide to warfare and,

depending upon environment and perceptions, vary in small

degree from nation to nation. The 'principles being

discussed in this thesis might anount to a reiteration u+

st •,.Mc of the . . r-..... W-Ver-1  th. .r.inci.les

sought are Any of those basic elements considerea

.ssential to success in war(insurgencv and

counterinsurpencv)" and a "generaiisation that provides a

basts for reasonina".1 It is stressed that principl& i

evolved should lead to the suLcessful coTWduLt of alt

titburgenL y or couai _er-iiasur gericv.

lit tlae study o+ princ.iplea (if insurgwicy, authot%

lIivw nut been able to arrive at a consensus on their

codification. It is not that authors +aii to agree , but

t.hat from %ituation to situation the variables within ast

iis|urgency are diverse and cannot be compared with

21M
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exactitude. The theories and detinitions nri the .,tidj Iet-I

da+y quantification as they have to be baied tipor, tiiL4ib1j

and intangible factors(like the human elements of ider sIhiJ

and morale). Bv their nature oi action, prtIcILpLt L•i be

on )ective or sutiective in application.- Despite a

4undamental weaknegs imposed by the difficulty o

qLAanItIfication, it is possible to arrive at ut+u ld

conclusions based upon existix g dULtr inbr5 ra o 011 5urWje:ILV.

While evolving the principles of jnsurgency or

counter iisurgency we should bear in miitd Ll•at-

"..theory development in the study of r IvoJJLtL jun
_hould Fiot be eXDeLted tu Attairk the level. ut
suphiAticaLion that charaLterise maiiv uther +iehdJ•
uf itudy..":'

For ease of LOMparison the principles u+ rt'VOIttI01r

as stated in the British Staff College (Lamberley) Luutitkr

Revolutionary Warfare and Uut of Area Haoidbout have been_

selected as a guide, these are: Lause, Leadership, F opniar

Support, Protracted War, Choice of lerrain, lntelligyince.

Alternate Society, External Support and FiQht on olI

F-r unts~ -
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EiI2E I I 31'% LJE-i a C; rA UJt:zt

E-ver y insurgency has a cause or causes. III tile

czcimuinuist. model of insurgenacies, class struggle formes Lfia

basis of the cause. Historically however, the strongest

caase has proven to be nationalism, it cari be atrgued that

irn devel opinrg nati ons where iec-onomi c. ethni c and cLul tur at

divisions exist, the calJ utf nationalism might be muted by

i;iter rial strife. Lack of inteoration within a iiatiuii dueLs

dilute nationalism but if int~erfererice bay anm uu~tiidw puw~er

Is per-LPI ved, a response to niati onal ism may or-cur . Siuch ast~A

beer, the case in anti--colonial insurgeiicies like Alget ia arid

Vi etrina.

Developing nations are more prone to insurgency

bet:ause of a diffusion of political power~, lack o+

IF-gitimate governing structure. politicization in auoderit

coiitext of hi stori cal anid ethnic araimosi t- es andU

iritr oductiun o4 technology. 5 W I these factors give, r ite to

a inbalance wh~ic:h can be tr ansl ated into a Caitb. by

Il i~rL.Jetjsa. iMw U.S. A.rmy recogroises that ciiuEW is a par t. Lit

pt~iltcal dissent and iri, d vulnerable population,

ot-elopii-ent o+ a cauLtie can b& rapid. Rol.ert 1 aber has

olitzrved that apart +romn a c-ause, aii "unstablu PulItItL&I

situatiLul1' is alsu a pre-r~qL'.iite +or a rs-UCCEst+Ul
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insurgency. 6 An unstable political situation woUld ailcow

causes to develop. CEursequently, it would serve ab ani

accelerator to a cause.

Mao Tsetung had a dynamic approach to cause. He sAw

cause as class struggle developed through nationaialzi| iritu a

"people's war". In his applitation of theory. cause is

never static and is embodied in "mobilising the inassie. He

sai d:

" What does political mobilisation mean:' 1-2rst
it means tellino the army arid the people about Llie
political aim of war.... Secondly, steps and policies
for its attainment...Thirdly," mobilisatioit "by wurd
of mouth..leaflets..builetins..books..
pamphlets. .mass or-ganisations..cadres..Fouttlil•v. LU

mobilise once is not enough: political mobilisaLioui
for the war o4 resistance must be contirtous.'/

Mao gave a new dimension to cause: it cannot be

allowed to stagnate. He considered cause as a parL of the

political process of the struggle. SignilicaiiLly. whiltý

formulatinu the principles of revolutionary war fare. Juhli J.

McCuen has chosen to include "mobilisatiron of the rnis~e"

and riot 'cause'.9 However, mobilisation of the nassps ctariot

be achieved without a cause being present, otherwise. it

reverts to the foco' cnncept which has been proven Lo be

unworkable. For an insurgency to endure and prosper

mobilisation of the masses will regenerate a cause or.

eventually, supplant the initial cause, but an iiiLial caute

would have been necessary to mobilise the pr:ipLlatiui,. IlemaLe

24



cause and mobilisation of mnasses for that cau~w are onw

pr-inciple..
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In any form of conflict, leadership is esseittiol to

Success. Jn insurgency, the qualities required of leaders

are much more demanding than in other fields of conflict.

At the start of an insurgency, the insurgent organisataon.

which possesses few rescurces has to contend with a vasLlv

superior government machinery. Insurgents have to be

prepared to sacrifice themselves long before the yoa's itey

are striving for are even viszblw. The insurgent leader has

to guide, coax, coerce, terrorise and destroy wileii

retaining the central thread of the aims of the niuvinuoL.

7his calls +or a great inner discipline, art uiiderstadtd•js u4

human nature, compassion, a capacity for dptatched bistntcliLv

and prodigious patience.

Charisma, or an inner magnetism, is ao impor tait

quality for an insurgent leader. Uharisma cannot ,I intsult

lead to success, but it is a powerful acceleratur IrI SUPDoi t

of the insurgency. In the early stages of the iIsuroic.y.

leadership plays a vital role- this is before a struiu

insurgent urgani atioon has been developed. An ex'ampie i,

the charismatic leadership of Ho Chi 1ihuh. At the tla., ul
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his death, a strong organisation had emerged and could

continue to give impetus to the struggle withuuL detrilmeit

to the cause. Longevity of the insurgent leader plays ari

important role in lending stability within insurgent

leadership. It would be difficult to imagine the success of

the Chinese revolution if Mao had died early and of the

Vietnamese struggle without Ho Chi Minh and Vo Nguyeii biap.

In India, Mr 2 A Phizo merely by staying alive has served as

a focus of Naga discontent for over- thirty years, thus

keeping the insurgency going.?

The insurgent leader must be able to combine

charisma with sagacity. A poor choice of subordinate

ldcr.hi-----p o-r . -n. ran be disastrous to the insurgent

cause. Cheo Guevara had all the attributes of a successful

insurgent leader but we have seen that the implanting of the

"foco" in Bolivia was faulty strategy. Che paid for this

error with his life, and with his death the insurgency came

to an end. In the border state oa Punjab in india, Sarit

Jarnail Singh Bhinderanwala emerged as a charismatic IL-ader

of Sikh fundamentalism. His rise to power between 1984v and

1984 was accompanied by socio-econoMIc protest, tei-rorisni,

and finally, his demand for a separate natiut 'Khalittait

coincided with mobilimation for insurgency. As ,insurgent

strategy, the 'Sant wrongly chose armed confruiotatiol with
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the government security forces. In two days iti the Uuluevi

lemple at Amritsar, more than two-thirds of the aiiiur ueit

leadership was killed or captured. The 'Sant'was |.imsCII

killed. Though twrrorism still exists in the State,

insurgency ceased to exist with tie crippling of the

insurgent leadership" 10

In communist models of inmurgencies, the r ole of

leadership is restricted to the commurnIst party. Lommeritirig

upon China's revolutionary war against Japan, Mau said:

"In all of its three stages, this revolutioiiar v
war has been, is and will be fought under the
leadership of the Chinese proletariat and its party,
the Chinese communist party. "1

By so saying, Mao made the role of individual and

charismatic leadership subservient to the party. Althuugh

this lent legitimacy to the leadership o+ Mao. it is

difficult to imagine tha success of the Chinese r-evolULton

without his personal leadership. It is however evidL-FI.

that leader-ship is a principle of a iuict_.sful 1insurqeNtIy,

The leader creates the organisatiorn which gives the

insurgency further stability.

2nuqe%
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t3 U-C1: I ON 43 4 POPL-.nI_ t E3UVIF'LFR l-/

Leading the Arab revolt, Lawrence did riot lay great

written emphasis on popular support. He relied upon the

animosity betveen Arab and Turk, the power of the local

Sheikhs (b-olstered with British gold) and the empty desert

for security. Mau on the other hand, struggling to lead the

wur Id s most populous riatiuoi, placed his rellalIce upoua liu

people as the main medium of inzurgency. Popular support

beLame the first principle of "people's war". Ref lectiLIg

upon the struggle against the Japanese he saida

"ihi. su called tliec-ry tliat waponf- decide
everything, which constitutes a muchanicAl approach
to the question of war" is "a subiective and
oi.e-sided view. Our view is opposed to this; we see
riot oniv weapons but also people. Weapons are an
important factor in war, but not the decisive
factor; it is the people, not things, that are
decisive" "12

Mao was also opposed to the view that the entire

people of a country had to be won over before establishi ng

pulitical power. He belinved that political power

esstablished even in a small area of control would serve to

htarness popular support and coordinate military actioS otisUr e

e+fectively. Mao's cuncept of popular support is really a

-iytlthesis of 'cause and 'mobilisation of tI'e maszes

• . , i i I I I I I IY



Fidel LCastro and Chli Guevara reached tUIe C0,LILuS3ott

that popular ".uppor-, though necessary, was iiut jiULittII\

vital to the revolution. ihey felt that by creatiiiy A +lLklois

of discontent, all discontented people would binm tuI, focus

- leading to widespread popular support. Giveii tUse decay11g

nature of the Batista regime, Castro ard Ltie Were ptovel

correct. A careful a°.alysis of the situatioii at tmaiL Lime

shows that during the infancy of the revolutionC I ]it4ia,

without the support of the people an the Sierra MaeLtra,

Castro would have failed. He did not have the suppurt of

the sugarcane growing peasants in the plains. Neverthmeless,

the antipa.thy created by the Batista regime was SuL, thaL

Castro had twice the amount of support thaim that of the

%jtvorl 1iiaa=-4-t . 1 _3

In the absence of popular support, a s%,tL#L-CS6Lt1

insurgerncy must have potential to creati tlhat SAPPirL. llob

could be achieved through indoctrinatiovi, coerL)oU amid

exploiting and publicizing the weakreiseF ut tihe tett.Lblj -ishd

regime. At the inception of an 2nsurgerLy , teLLk•---, kLeLt

comprise a majority of the population. liey are

indifferent, passive and ambivalent iin tll=i, attiLtdt Lu the•

insurgents. To change this attitude, RUbenrL labwr iitz

stated that one of the pre-requlsites of a suCcel,,% fi

insurgency is the "clear possibility or iveti prubcbiliLy uf

success" of the insurgency- 1 4 Success is therefurt ai%

30
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accelerator of pjpular support and hence, it as important

for the insurgent to avoid any d-.feat. Lmall victories,

well publiciLzed, build up public support.

]he capability or ineptitude of the government has a

direct bearing on popular support. An oppressive government

is likely to cause puolic resentment. This backlash of

public opinion o4ten generates support for the insurgent.

lhe ef4ectiveness of the govvrnment to answer political

challenge and violence is critical to tVie insurgency. 15

1Ie U.S.Army has listed "lack of government control" as one

o4 the requirements of an insurgency. 1 6 This factor is once

again an accelerator of popular support in favour of the

The quality of n-nr-nmmnt artion will to a larue

extent dictate the success or failure, arid the likely

duration of the insurgent struggle. The insurgent has to.

hiowever, succeed even in the face of most effective

Lounter-ineasur es.

Popular su'port also implies the capability of the

population to sust.&in an insurgency. It includes the

niiteriaa support to an insurgency- provision of safe houses,

4ood, sanctuary, base areas and eventually a political and
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economic zone. A modern exampie of Such a development is

the zone carved out by the Eritrean People's Liberation

Front(EPLF) in northern Eritrea.



Protracted war is the result of a basic iinequality

of means at. the start of an insurgency. In the war against

Japan, Mao appreciated the immense strength of Japan and was

aware that a protracted war was inevitable, he said,

'-We are still a weak country and manifestly
inferior to the enemy in military, economic and
political--organisational power. Here again one can
find the basis for the inevitability of the war and
impossibility of a quick victory +or Lhina-' 1 7

Mao also streseed that though protracted war was a

r- E'a i y, .p utra te dC am. P a -,,,l,, - , gtr . atenv

was founded upun quick successes in battles combined with a

I u'cl war. Mao did not state the unsaid- that the aim of a

p'utracted war is to graduallv debilitate the ef4ectiveriet

of the enemy while gathering one's own strength. He however

wtated the dictum of "preserving onesel+ and annihilating te@

elerny". Thi% strategy is a part of protracted war and hac a

direct irifluence upon popular support and maintenance of

mural e.

Isurgents cannot afford losses at the initial stage

of an insurgency, particularly in manpower. Lawrence said-

"An individual death, like a pebble dropped in
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water, might make but a brief hole; yet rings of

sorrow widen out therefrom. We could not afford
casualties. "18

At the stage of limited war it is possible for

insurgents to accept casualties to achieve a greater- aim.

During the "Tet" offensive of 1968 in Vietnam, the Viet ICoiq

were defeated tactically, suffering a large nlumber ot

casualties. However, thev, won the psvchologiLca baLtle bv

proving to the people their determination artd acceptarnce of

the need for sacrifice.

A survey of the insurgencies of the world will lthuw

that successful insurgencius are of long duration.

Therefore the insurgent strategies have to be based upun

this fact. General Grivas used protracted war in Lthe

strategy of exhaustion and exasperatiorn. Robert F aber

explaining Grivas's strategy has said:

"..through terrorism and guerrilla war+aree"
counterinsurgency "becomes too great a poliLtica)
embarassment to be sustained domestically or on the
world stage, unprofitable, too expensive, or no
longer prestigious "19

The North Vietnamese refined the concept of

protracted war and accepted the necessity of a fifty year

war. lhev discovered that apart from its application wit~hinr

a country, a protracted war tended to change the perceppJons

of the war as viewed by outside nations. This fact, if

combined with rumour, information and dis-informatioun, Lnul id

serve to make outside nations sympathetic to the cause ot
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the insurgents. In the same vein within the r-.ouintry,

traditional loyalties o+ the population +or the goverGnift

could be destroyed.
2 1-

Starting as an inevltable factor, the conLept of

protracted war has developed into a prinLiplO +cr a

successful insurqency. The permanence of the struggle lnsnd

autheriticity to the cause and in time, legitimacy. Ihi5

leads the people to t&cept the right of the 2nsurgents to

try and change an existing government.



SE: A I ON 1 s" C 3D I CE 3Fr - E RFAF<O I M

In choosing terrain for conventional warfare for a

battle, it is evaluated according to its potential for the

offence, defence or both. In a campaign or war, the terraitn

has to be further evaluated for its capacity to sustain

forces. Insurgency can be likened to war as it consists o+

a number of small battles of short duration irs an e;:L.;aded

overall timeframe. Furthermore, insurgency concerna the

entire population arid hence a complete region or courntrV.

The terrain base must provide security. susLeaiance.

and room to expand. In the early stages of an iiLsrgeic,.

the insurgenL is forced to accord priority to security.

Also, at this time, resources are unlikely to be iii

abundance in the selected area. fut if hu-v iyere. Lw

government would ervergeLiLalI v SeLek to r . La, •i ..

ter-rain hai to be such t.|oL t .•' uL 3 Lv ,H i .

Ih '- . Lht- r .A; 1 ..-. , Lu L.e the bi.,ze L.- puluI L d ':,j.,ouur L

':wt oi r di L1 '.-f L iar v.

1ihe ec,-istrence of suitable terrall ronii Lutot.ýi Lu a
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wvinpathetic nation is perhaps the best enivironmenIt for the

tiisurgerit. The Viet Minh enjoyed this advaritage in their

struggle against the French in Vietnam. The sanctuaries

provided by China helped the Viet Minh regain strength and

establish base areas. Mao Tsetung had to initiate the 'long

march' to gain time and find a sanctuary from where he could

organise the struggle. Lawrence relied upon the security

provided by the desert and improved his mobility by ensur-ing

a light logistic system. He said:

"We had nothing material to lose, so our last
line was to defend nothing. Our cards were speed
and time, not hitting power. The invention of bully
beef had profitted us more than the invention of
gunpowder, but gave us strategical rather than
tactical strength, since in Arabia range was more
than force, space greater than the power of
armies -!

For greater exposure to the media, recruitment and

generation of funds, the insurgent might choose to fight in

the urban environment. For these reasons Carlot Marighella

chose to shift his muvement to the urban setting in Sao

Faulo, However, he was aware that while the urban area

served as the tactical battleground, the strategic victory

had to be won in the countryside- 2 2 In India, the

Naxalite(Marxist-L.eninist) leader Charu Mazumdar, shifted

the focus of a successful rural insurgency in Naxalbari

district to Calcutta in 1970.2-3 After initial success, the

Naxalites were steadily eliminated by the security #orces in

Calcutta by mid-1971. The Naxalites paid the price of
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ahifting a strategic focus into a tactic-a] area whrt

security could not be ensured. The fialurse uf Mar zylieila

and tho Naxalites provEs that, unless a lar ye urb~iu

population support exists, the insurgentts dte extr umeJ y

vulnerable to counterinsurgent measures Jil Lxies~.

In choosing an urban setting, the case of+ thte Meitez.

insurgents of the State o+ Manipur in India i~v perhiapb

unique. The Mwiteis are high caste Hindu% whu ha~ve a

predominant population in the Iniphal plain. Itle hills

surrounding the plain are inh~abited by Naga Ililhiert. II, the

latter half ot-? the 1970s, the Meiteis began Lo reýDeiit Lite

special priveleges given to the hill tribes% uiide~r the~

Constitution o+t India. Using trim LOU%& ul ripev-rzL

discrimination, Maoist-Marxist groups started art )r:Su~rgeruLY.

The Maitels were forced to adopt the urban settiogr iii and

around the town of Imphal because they had no support in the

countryside. Although terrorism still continues, it was

possible for the security +orces to isolate the 1iii-urgency

by 1984.2 4

With the increased cosmopolitisatiun cA4 urb~,ai arwas.

it does not ai pear that a purely urban infoui ywitty caii have

success. In selecting ter-rain for a %UCL.eSf'.zl IMAi~t4ryILY,

security is the first requiraiment. Iihe uther reuiremeiits

are~ ava~ilibility of support anid buperior mtubilI~eIy. WIL-1 eas



the urban areas might serve as tactical areas for media

support, iunds, recruitment and availability of targets, the

strategic battle has to be won in the rural area. A proper

balance of the two is critical for a successful insurgencv.

Combining all these 4actors, choice of terrain emerges as a

pr inciple for a successful insurgency.
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(ECT IDN 7 z I NTELL I 3ENa.

The insurgent has the advantage of not haviiia to

obey the rules of war. Consequently, when persuasion fails

he is able to employ the weapons of intimidation and Lerrur

to gain information and build up intelligence. Che hds

said:

"Nothing helps a fighting force more than
correct information. It should be sporitaneouslv
given by the inhabitants of the area where the army
wxll be and it should deal with what is going on iii
a specitic •lace. Moreover it should be
r el i abl e. .. 290

The insurgent has to develop intelligence from the

information provided by thw people. Ho hia to be %aeo as a

friend. The problems that an insurgent faces are an

initially small work force, lack of secure modern

communication facilities and the vulnerability of hii

intelligence system to infiltration. To be able to get

success against the security forces, he needs reliable

contact information that allows him time to prepare,

concentrate, attack and ex-filtrate.
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The aim of an insurgency could be said to have been

achieved with the overthrow of the government. The

permaiieoce of the new government will be determined by an

.n-provement in the socio-economic life of the people.

Uless they are promised a better way of life they are

unlikely to support the insurgents. As the insurgents

require total control over a population, they strive for the

imposition of an alternate society responsive to the aims of

the insurgency and also responsive to popular desires.

This alternate society is not produced at the

termination of the insurgency, but is a progressive

transformation of society promoted by the organisation of

the insurgents in the area under their control. Most

su.cessful insurgencies have been patterned on a communist

model which in itself implies the implanting of a communist

society. It is a very powerful model, for often it combines

ideology with nationalism as has been the case in China and

Vietnam.

It is the insurgent organisation which formulates

and executes action to create an alternate society. ihere
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has always been an internal organisational struqgle between

the political and the military to control the future

society. In the initial stages of an insurgencv, the

military wing tends to predominate by the strength of its

physical power. Mao Tsetung stressed the primacy of the

political, the communist party. This approach has been seen

to have inner strength. because a tested system of society

is grafted onto insurgent dominated populationss in keeping

with the political nature of insurgency. Further it does

riot rely upon individual leadersnfip.

For an alternate society to succeed, it has to be

backed by a strong organisation. Thomas H. Greene has

stated that a "stronq' organisation is orie which is capable

of surviving tactical military defeat arid IoSS of one ur

more of its top leaders" 2 6 He goes further to say that an

orgar01 sati on has to structure a "counter-guver nment",

exercise "dual sovereignty" or (Irotsky's term) "dual

power' 27

In the case of Cuba, Fidel Castro fostýred the

primacy of the military. It is from the military

organisation that later the poli tical organisation enierged.

It can be said that the military and political in Luba were

orte, a foco. Historically, the success achieved by the foco

model has riot beEn repeated and. corisequently, doe-= aint eefm
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to be the best method of establishing an alternate society.

The North Vietnamese, while establishing a communist

SociLty, achieved a synthesis in the organisation of their

"Dau iranh" (struggle). While the armed Dau lranh was

responsible only for military matters, the political Dau

Iranh aimed at action amongst the enemy military and the

people" 2 8 What must be noted here is that the two

o-ganxsations were in consonance with the objectives of

Lummunism and nationalism.

Mao Tsetung has referred to the need for cohesion in

establishing an alternate society as "unifying the effort".

He believed that the strategic decision would always come

from the party and "lack of harmony, unity and

centralisation is harmful". To achieve this unity, he

advocated a principle of command-

"Hence, as opposed both to absolute
centralisation and to absolute decentralisation, the
principle of command in guerrilla war should be
centralised strategic command and decentralised
command in campaigns and battles. 29

Mao was clear that to create an alternate society.

unity of effort of the organisation was essential and the

party was the only top leadership. O'Neill, too, has

reached %imilar conclusions and sees cohesion as the

r equirement fur organisational effort. However he feeis

that cohesion and organization are two separate

r equiremeits.30
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To mobilise the masses, acquire leg2timacy awd lernd

credibility and permanence to the insurgency, the

establishment of an alternate society is esse.ntial. iMIs

can only be achieved through a strong organisatiun awd unity

of effort.
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SEUT I UN 9:P EX TE': NAL JNFEUP T

If -ne accepts the fact that in its initial stages

an insurgEf.y will bR hampered by a lack uf resources,

external support assumes great inportance. If the area of

itisurgency is contiguous to a sympathetiL nation, all

support- political, physical, socio-economic and

psychological-can easily strengthen the insurgency. The

success of revolutions in Vietnam and Bangladesh are

examples of this. An interesting feature of the communist

model insurgencies sponsored by USSR and China is that both

countries aid the insurgents without a personal combat

presence. 1he USSR's departure from this policy is the ube

of *proxy' forces such as the Cubans in Angola and Ethiopia.

The intensity of the insurgency is also affected by

the amount of external support available. In the eastern

state of Nagalar.d in India, during the mid-sixties,

insurgency had reached a peak. Naga insurgents, who had

mixed demands ranging from 'greater autonomy' to

"secession', crossed the Patkai g3um(Range) and made their

way to China through the Kachin Stat% in Burma. This was

possible because Burmese control was lacking on the border

and that tract was virtually a fietdum of the Kachin
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Independence Army (KIA) and the Hemi Nagas(Nagas residing iii

Burma).

This movement of 'China Bound Gangs number ing lI)u

tn 400 men oecame a regular feature. These gangs would

rp..eive trainin'l in China and return to Nagaland with

weapons -rid sapplies. The round-trip being over 600 miles.

the q.tantity of equipment ferried was limited. About 1978

there was a 7har;e of China's foreign policy ii. reaard to

India and rhiiia ceased tu supply arms to the Nagas. Leadirn

to a decrease in insurgent activity in Nagaland- 3 1

External support hastily appied in support of

insurgency has little chance of immediate success. It takes

time to train insurgents and it takes even longer for

insurgr-nLs to spread their influence in the countryside.

Commenting upon the Insurgent organisation "Mukti bahini" irn

Bangladesh during 1969 to 1971, Major General Lachman Siright

said:

"MUkti Bahini was not a guerilla for-ce in the
true sense. Its members lacked the skill, trainiu
and motivation of guerillas. These men were
recruited and armed in large numbers to maintain a
show of popular resistance to the Pakistanis, but
because of lack of leadership and brutal punishment
the Pakistanis inflicled on anvbody suspected of
5ympethy for Mukti bahini the local population was
riot actively cooperative initially even though
sympathetic to the movement- 32

The obieutives of the Mukti Bahiiii were tu Lie duwi2
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Pakistan hilitary forces on protective duties,to sap, to

Lorrode the morale of Pakistani forces, and to provide

cadre5 to the Eastern Field Force. 3 3 Green& aptly roncludes

the argument by saying-

"India gave sanctuary to the Bangaladesh rebels
after their jecisive defeat by the West Pakistani
army, and only subsequent Invasion of the West and
East Pakistan by the Indian Army enabled the Free
Bengal Movement to secure its political
ob iecti ves.

The failure of the Mukti Bahini showed that an

insurgency requires time to mature. This lesson had been

learnt by Pakistan when it launched OPERATION GIBRALTAR in

Kashmir in the summer o4 1965. The object of the operation

was to infiltrate Kashmir with a large number of trained

para military personnel, who were to commit acts of

5abotage, cause confusion and instigate the locals to rise

against the government. The counter action by the Indian

Governmpnt was effective and s#ift. The locals had no cause

to *rise' and t-e operation was a complete failure' 3 5

External support is critical to an inaurgency but to

be efective it must grow "ith the insurgencv and support a

c-use amonyst the population. It is axtremeiy difficult to

stage manage an :nsurgency externally in a short timw frame.

It follows that external support must form part of the

1iI•L•hrgeILy atid not be the reason for it.
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The principle of 'fight orn all fronts' advocated in

British doctrine is a coi'jposite oa cohesion and protracted

war. Inlsurgency is an amalgam of the political, phyr'ical.

socio-economic and the psychological. All these factors or

"fronts* have to be erigaged simultaneously and cont2nuously.

It implies Mao's 'unifying the effort° in a protracted war.

Insurgency in a large country could appear in

different stages in different placesi indeed, a country

•h•t peri---- m,1ti-•i-Jritrncncy as in the case of India.

In India left wing insurgencies ;..n the states of Nagaland,

Manipur and Mizoram were concurrent but in difterent stages

in the late 70s and early 80s. In Nagaland, the insurgency

was close to termination ,n failure; Manipur insurgents had

just progressed from terrorism to insurgency: in Mizorami,

the insurgents, under the guise of government negotiations,

were regrouping. The Indian governme:it was fortunate that

despite the left-wing nature of the insurgencies, the

insurgerits could not effeLL inter--group cuhesiui,.

There is a relationship between the stages oW an

insurgenLy and the factors comprisinrg the ins5urgerncy. i tie
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factors have to be applied continuously irrespective of the

stage of the insurgency. The stages of guerrilla warfare as

propounded by Mao are well known. John S. Pustay has

preferred to call them 'cellular development" in four

phases-'irnfiltration-subversion', 'small band operations',

insurrection' and *civil war**36 The U.S.Army has

categorised 'mass strategy' as a progression of insurgency

in three phases- latent and incipient, guerrilla warfare,

and war of movement" 3 7 From the insurgent's point of view,

these stages tend to merge into each other and overlap in

asy strategy employed.

There might be an asymmetry of phases in two parts

of the country, but overall the factors or'fronts' of an

insurgency need to be continually engaged. However, 'fight

o,, all +ronts is a common part of any insurgent strategy

and does not drive the strategy. Consequently, it would

form a part of the prinLiples already discussed and cannot

stand as a principle alone.
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""EITI XN i U : ,UM AR1IVY

On analysis, five of the principles of a success+ul

insurge~ncy are sub.jective and three objective. The

subjective principles are cause, leadership, popUlar

support, creating an alternate society, and external

support. These principles are subjective because the

insurgent does not have full control over them and has to

interact with the people, fight the government and gain

support of foreign power(-) to make them work. However, the

insurgent can directly influe,;ze the objective pririciples of

protracted war, choice of terrain and obtaining

intelligence. The subjective principles are the cement used

-;- jg - 1n--Ain nrv whilp the obiective princioles are

building blocks. The ninth principle discussed, fight on

all fronts', is a strategy of insurgency and cannot be

called a principle.

so
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CHAPTER I V

P~RINC IPL.ES OF IZOUN'TEFRCINS RG N Y -

SE3 ZTIDN 1 3 INTIDUC TI3N

Do the principles of insurgency apply equally to

counterinsurgency? A mirror imdge of the subjective

principles of insurgency - cause, leadership and popular

support-- exists even in the field of counterinsurgency.

Protracted war is also common to both. However, there is a

- ,.rence n the _v1a-,at-tofn of the Drinciples and their

effect.

Keeping the common issues in mind, the principles of

counterinsurgency should be obijective and action-oriented as

their application should correct an unwanted situation.

Accordingly, the pr.nciples of counterinsurgency should be

derived from the actions desired to be taken, the aim, the

time factor, the total nature of the problem, leadership and

organisation, support for government, and operations zgainst

the insurgents.

McCuen had suggested five orinciples of counter
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revolutionary war. He said that a requiromant exists to-

"..evolve a long-term counter revolutionary
strategy. This long-term strategy should not only
be designed to block reuel progress. but seize
initiative and drive the rvevolutionary movement back
through itu successive stages until it has been
neutralised" 1

McCtuen evolved principles based upon a reversal of

the communist revolutionary model. However, there is need

to develop principles capable of application in all

insurgent situations. It is also important to note that the

principles cannot be purely military as the nature of

insurgency Is political. From the insurgent's point of view

it is 'total war and it must be combatted as such.

Dr Douglaz Pike is o+ the opinion that, for the

communlist model ab developed and applied by North Vietnam,

"no known successful counter strategy" has been formulated- 2

However, it must be noted that, one of the main reasons for

North Vietnamese success was their call to 'nationalism'.

In the absence of 'nationalism', or if instead the South

Vietnamese had identified themselves with 'nationalism', it

is unlikely that the North Vietnamese struggle would have

been a success. Insurgents have strengths and weaknesses.

The counterinsurgent sh:uli contain the strengths while

exploiting the weaknesses.

The success of a counterinsurgency campaign rests

upon the derivation and effective application of the



principles involved. The ideal would be to rpinovt- ati

causes of a possible insurgency before they cali be

politicised. This solution perhaps has been the case in a

number of unrecorded potential insurgencies whicll Iehve been

averted b-" leadearship and cohesive governments. Uri the

successful termination of the Malayan counter iseurgen-y

campaign, and the imminent +ailure of the counter iSurgerlcy

in Vietnam, Sir RoLbert Thompson noted two obvious puint'

prior to formulations of any principles of

counterinsurgency.

Firstly "governments should attempt to de+eaL an
insurgent movement during the subversive build up
phase before it enters the guerrilla phate".."'f iaot-
possible"... "must be defeated as early as pussibIb
during the guerrilla phass"...secondly, the
governiarnt inuit know the "enwmy and What tht enemy
is attempting to do at all the stages"-

If, for whatever reasons an insurgency CILt LS Ilk a

country, the constitutional authority has to taLe aLtIorD to

combat it realising that the ansUrgents have tlw IOL-0i

initiative and that their aim is the overthrow of the

government, the government haE to give immediate po)itical

direction and impetus to itE .cy to combat the

insurgents. Tne government has to specifically st*Le its

alen for fighting the insurgency, the resourLes alld

organisation it intends to create to do 5u, a,,d the -Atr-.tgy

of counterinsurgency to be foliuwed.
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EC-T IX N a u AIPI

For counterinsurgent strategy to succeed, it has to

have an aim from which to develop policy. As the effect of

insurgency is political, it is the political aim which must

drive all strategy. Sir Robert Thompson has written that

the nation must have a clear political aim-

"..to establish and maintain a free, independent
and united country which is politically and
economically stable and viable""4

A study of this aim will show that it cannot be

applimo in a colonial context. The very words "fre: and

independent' would be counter to the interests of a colonial

power. The USSR cannot employ this aim honestly in support

of the government of Afghanistan, because it raises the

question of legitimacy. Greene commenting on ideology and

legitimacy has written,

"The function of revoiULionary ideology is also
to legitimate the movement, to sanction its means
and ends in terms of basic values accepted by its
followers and, perhaps all
mankind" .... "revolutionary ideology enhances its
own legitimacy and threatens the legitimacy of the
existing regime in so far as it can claim continuity
with the fundamental valuet and goals of the
society-"6

If the insurgent's political aim is to overthrow
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constitutional authority and legitimise their own form of

political ideology, the government's aim has to be

legitimate i;i the eyes of suclety. The government must

embody in its aim the sovereignty o+ the nation, its

intwgrity, and include thw popular aspirations of the

people. The legitimate operation of the spirit of the

constitUtion and the laws of the land have to serve &s the

framework of the political aim.

Robert Taber makes an interesting point on the

purpose of the counter-revolution:

the purpose "is negatiLve and d&e4nsive. It :s
to restore order, to p,-otect property, to preserve
existing forms and interests by force of arms, where
persuasion has already failed...but primarily the
rounterinsurgent's task must be to destroy the
rov,-otion•• hty de.tr,-•j-nn i -• nr-nmi _a t'h,- mean- bv

proving, militarily, that it cannot and wili not
succeed "7

Taber has thus taken a step beyond the political aim

and defined the implication of military success upon the

political aim. All successful action by the government will

impact upon the political aim, just as all alms oi actions

will flow from the political aim. Hvre it is of

significance to realism that the insurgents, though

misguided, are a part of a nation's society aiid have to be-

brought back to the mainstream. Also, the aim should never

be defensive. To put the government on the defensive i- the

purpose of the insurgent. Preservation of soczietyv nd
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,jcur itv of the population are onerous and costly tasks but

they are the duty of a nat2 on during peace or war and

rL-qtilire no rL'-statement.

Jn any democratic nation the insurgent will

endeavour- to cut across the system of society arid political

parties to rause confusion and gather support. the greatest

canger to the inburgent is a united opposition to the

Insurgency by i.l political parties of a country. Owing to

the local nature of politics within a nation, particularly

if it is regionalised on the basis of ethnicity, culture,

religion or language, political parties in opposition to the

ruling government have a tendency to extract advantage out

of government d,_cumtort.

Therefore the political aim has to be a statement

capable of withstanding parochial pressures of political

parties, and acceptable to the people, the media, and world

opinion at large. It must also reflect an honourable method

by which the insurgents, if isolated, can return to the

fold. A national political aim could be stated as'to

uphold the constitution and maintain the sovereigntv and

integrity o4 the nation, while isolating the insurgents and

bringino them to toe path of democracy.

Controversy invariably arises on the formulation of

the military aim from the political aim. Difficulty in
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framing a military aim might arise if the politijal aim has

not been clearly defined. Also, if the militdry is Lhe

principal law enforcing body in the nation, as is common in

dictatorships and autocracies, the clear delineation of thse

political from the military is seldom possible.

In a democracy the holding of fair elect]ia119 it a

test of a normal political environment. Should su5h all

environment not exist despite all efforts by the yovai iimeiit,

the military mighzt be called to act in support of the

government to restore order. In the United Kingdow. as in

most Commonwealth countries, where the military is called

out as a last resort in aid of the police, "the aim of

military intervention is to restore the situation to the

point where the police can once again effectively enforce

the law." 8  This is based upon the premise that the rtUnninq

of the country is the function of the government, the

military being a tool to rectify a situation beyond the

capabilities of civilian law enforcing agencies. Hll

U.S.Army has an aim similar in content-"to preserve,

restore, or create an environment of order or stability.' 9

It is when this national military strategic aim is

converted to the operational level that a conflict oh

opinion arises. Harry Summers has written - "the aim ot

the military is to defeat the enemy's armed fOr ces Ul tMLe
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battlefield to break his will to resist'- 1 0 Summer's

interpretation of the military aim is based upon an

insurgency in Vietnam which after 1967 had already escalated

to limited war; limited not by its intensity but by its

geographical extent.

Roger Trinquier, while stating that the reason for

existence of an army is the defence of national territory, 1 1

says that if'modern warfare' is against "an armed

clandestine organisation...victory will be obtained only

through the complete destruction of that organisation". 1 2

Trinquier's suggested aim is military and also combines the

political. He does not suggest operations againrit t•e

guerrillas per se, but against the organusaiion thlaL besd

them together. lhompson has elevated this thought prctess

to the fourth of his principles of counterinsurgency- "the

government must give priority to defeating political

subversion, not the guerrillas-" 1 3

The political aim having been defined, the military

having been called in, it is evident that a pure military

aim will not suffice. It has to be a combination of the

military and political even at the operational level. Paget

has written that it is very difficult to bring insurgents to

battle, consequently, they should be defeated by making it

"impossible for them to fight on; this can be done by
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deprlv3irg them of those essentials on which tlse-/ dJtrpenmd Lu

survive" 14

Following the strategic military aim o0 r#tur iiCJ

order', the operational aim would be based on iude ii

warfare'- "an interlocking system of actions wolitical.

economic, psychological, military.."15. ILI. etfeLt, the

operational military aim would be 'to isolate the

inburgent'. 1he operational aim answers the huw of the

strategic military aim of restoring order. In care the

insurgency develops into a limited war, the aperatioial aim

will not change; however, the quantity of military furce

will increase and be governed by the principles ot war

within the scope of the aim of isolation.
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We have seen that protracted war has developed into

a principle for a successful insurgency for two main

reasons: firstly, due to the initial weakness of insurgents

and their gradual increase in strength an insurgency cannot

be swift; secondly, the protracted nature of insurgency

offers the insurgents the strategies of exhaustion and

exasperation.

For the counterinsurgent only one fact needs to be

understood- the counterinsurgency will be of long duration

and, hence, all planning must be based upon this premise.

This is not to say that the intention would be to accept

prolongation of the insurgency. In planning, the long-term

perspective has to be kept in mind; however, the need to end

the insurgency in the shortest possible time is equally

important.

Counterinsurgency measures have been used in

Palestine since 1945. In Malaya these measures were used

from 1948 to 1960. The Vietnamese counterinsurgency

developing into limited war spanned the years 1946 to 1975.

In India the Naxalite counterinsurgency lasted six years:
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Assam five years; Mextei counterinsurgency in IManipur seven

years; the Miza counterinsurgency exgihteen yeat t: arid the

Naga counterinsurgency has been in operation for thir ty

years. In Northern Ireland modern counterinsurgericy

operatiors, which continue even now, commenced in 1161.ii

The counterinsurgencies in Guatemala and Urugayv lasted

twelve years each while in Algeria the count rinisurgency

spanned eight years. These examples should be b4ufLcaent to

illustrate the need for a long-term perspectivw.

While the need to end the insurgericy Qu JLkJv, rR1d nalf)S

unchanged, a protracted war is not necessarily inittealus to

countwrinsurgent aima. With proper organksation tttL

counter insurgent can isolate and wear down the anur yen)tb

applying the strategies of exhaustion and exaaperat•i,, in

reverse. The Naga insurgency in India is onc suct, &tainpleo

Nagaland is a North Eastern %itate oI Inudia bordering

Burma. It has an area of 6.4 thousand square miles with a

population of 0.52 million. 1 7 The pupulatico iEs

predominantly tribal and divided into 13 principal tribes. 1 6

"The Nagas are essentially a hill people. They have their

own languages, culture and tribal government. In British

India, Nagaland was a part of the state of Assam arid evert

then, on occasiotI, the Nagas clashed with autnoritv to

retain their way of life and what they considered as their
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r i ghts.

Un the independence of India in 1947 Assam with the

Naga population in the hills became an integral part of the

Un•on of India. Mr Jawahar Lal Nehru, the first Prime

Minister of India, propagated policies sympathetic to the

Nagas and, iodeed, the hill tribes enjoyed a special place in

the Counstitution of India which specified that their right,-

anld Lustoms would always be pruotected. However social

discontent, nationalism and left-wing provocation led to a

state ot insurgency in the mid-fifties. Nagaland achieved

full statehood in 1960 but a political confrontation betwen

the state and the centre continued to encourage .nsurgencv.

.1e NsgaG ha! til n heben a •tei-nomadic

ppulation. But. through social, political and economic

measures initiated by the central government, the Nagas

started to develop socxo-economkc roots in their respective

tribal areas. these programmes were backed by militarv

nmeasures as a part of the counterinsurgency campaign. Ihe

military aimed to restrict insurgent activity to the areas

burdering Etrmz thus allowing the civilian government

latit-,de to carry out civic action programmes in the

hiniterland. l1hough the military measures in phvsiLally

isoiating trie insurcents were most useful, the primary

r~a-ri for the state to return to normality was the effort
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to make the political systen work.

The Government of India and the cournterinsurgesirv

forces have made several mistakes and suffered reverses, but

at the same time, they have been committed to a Ionr-terrn,

goal of upholding the constitution and de-veloping Nagaland.

Conisequuntlyv the idea of 'nationalism* amongst the Nauas

has bee.n worn down by steady development anid time. A

long-term perspective has in effect exhausted insurgerit

philosophy- the process has taken thirty years" 1 9
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Due to the long duration of insurgency and the

Lhange of elected governments in democracies, mo.t

governments seldom outlive an insurgency. The change of

quvernments within the democratic process could result in a

fluctuation of counterinsurgency policv. This is

detrimental to the successful outcome of the

counterinsurgency. The approach to the problem, therefore.

has to be broad and deep, accmptable to the people oa the

country, and driven by an enduring organisation that

transcerds governmental changes.

Insurgencv threatens the society which exists in a

country and is a national problem even if it affects only a

small part of the country. Usually it also seeks to

furceably create an altertbate society without the free will

of the people. ]his does not imply that all societies must

remain inflexible to chan•e: change is essential and

inevitable but it must occur within the legalIV conbtituted

'-vStem.

Terrorism, subversion and the use of armed force are

not a part of democratic behaviour. As a total societv is
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sought to be changed through un-democratic methods. the

national approach should be to perceive the threat as a

fundamental challenge to the nation's security. The

response to the threat, therefore, must include the entire

nation, its people, resources, organisation and external

influences.

Insurgency has often been referred to as smaIl" or

'little' war. The emphasis is that the conflict is

localised. This preconception tends to steer the thoupht

process of governments away from total action, especially

during the early stages of an insurgency when the insurgents

are most vulnerable to countermeasures. For the insurgents

it is 'total war' and so should it be for the government.

For example, let us consider the Indian experience.

Up to 1982, the Indian government had been used to dealina

with insurgencies in its north-eastern states on a region-bv-

region basis. This regional approach was itself based upon

two assumptions; firstly, the insurgents were a small

percentage of the population of the country: secondlv, the

instability in the north-eastern states did not immediatelv

affect the security of India. No central government

organisation existed to coordinate or execute a national

counterinsurgency strategy. However insurgency in the

western state of Punjab changed this approach.
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Puniab lies in western India having a common border

with Pakistan. The state has a population of 14 million

evenly divided between Sikhs and Hindus. The Szkh

population in the country as a whole is about 14 million, or

two percent of the population of India. Despite their small

pQOvilatiori the Sikhs hold fifteen to twenty percent of the

jobs in national government, government service and the

defence 5ervices. Also, o4 all the states of India, Funjab

contributes thL most to the national ecnnowv.

lerrorism and insurgency continued in Punjab from

1979 till a popular government came to power in the State ii,

1985. For India, this insurgency was of strategic

i M., p Or b" n !-eo- 4* its mfrt Upon the intearation of

the nation, the economy and the military implications of

Funjab and Pakistan sharina a common border. Learning from

this ilisurgenry, the government took two important steps;

firstlv, the cr-eation of a National Security Guard to be

employed in situations o4 int.rnal disturbance ; secondlv,

the appointntent of a Central Minister for ":nternal

•ecur Ity,..2 Indla had learned through experience that it is

etiniai to employ a national approar'- as cpposed to a

regional approach to insurgency.

Unirjr-tunately the use of the term total war by the

qovernmiznt suggests e-.treme and repressive measures. rhi 1,
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is a fallacy. The insurgents do not have to be attacked

with "methods. far more effective than those which would

have bee-i considered and used in peacetime"" 2 1 If national

mobilisation of both resources and people in the concept of

"total war' is rffected at the outset, extreme measures

might not be required later.

The national plan has to effectivelv reach the

affected population and the nation. Consequently, the

government machinery hAs to be capable o4 reaching the

population. Gne of the factor' of su-cess of the Malaya

counterinsurgency was that suitable government machinery

existed at every level. To the existing civil service and

police was added a special organisation. This orrganisation

had a unity of command exercised by the Governor and a

committee system integrating the civil service, police and

military at the national, p-ovincial, district. block aid

village level- 2 2  In Vietnam however, one of the reasnns

attributed to the failure of the counterinsurg.r.cy IF,"South

Vietnam lacked necessary ad.instrative structure and

judicial system and had little time in which to dev-elop

them- "23

Legality in implementing the plan is as important as

the legitimacy af the government. ihe agency that gives

legality to a government is the judiciar-'. It iiiterpret5
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the law and through its actions gives credibility to the

national plan. Legality is directly related to the

perceptions of the people and perceptions changes some of

the methods employed in Malaya against the communist

terrcrists can perhaps not be used in the full glare of the

media today. 2 4 The government has to remain within the law

because it is the upholder of the law. Necessarily the law

needs to be dynamic to obviate the advantages the legal

process affords the insurgent. Kitson says.

" Everything done by a government and its agents

in combatting insurgency must be legal..It
Is..perfectly normfal ior government not only to
introduce emergency regulations as an insurgency
progresses, but also to counter advantages which the
insurgents may derive from, for example, the
intimidation of juries and Nitnumuma, altoy iri•-g,
the way in which law is administered.'' 2 t

There will be a backlash of opinion when special

measures like emergency regulations or special acts are made

however, the just and lmgitimate employment of those

measures will soon become accepted. Internment without trial

was perhaps a necessary measure in Northern Ireland but its

implementation by the secirity forces created irreparable

damage. The government was seen to act illegall', and

therefore it became little better than the terrorists. Ihe

lesson is that security forces have to be kept current with

the terms of new laws and the legal method of their

application.26
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Planning at national level has to be based upork the

visibility of the insurgents. If the knowiledge about the

insurgents is inadequate, the government will hPsItate to

act on a national approach. Intelligence about the

insurgents is esential and an important fundamental in this

regard is the centralisation of the intelligence &ffort.2 7

Gentralisation provides unity of purpose, common direction,

efficient collation, unbiased assessment and timely

disseminatlon of Intelligence. This centralisatiuit should

peak at the highest level of organisation chargeid with.

counterinsurgency. However, centralisatiun must al~u

include diversifi'ation of sources and ability for

c-rr_•%-vwri 4- cation.

At the national level, intelligence as dependent

upon special agencies and the police. Bignificarijy, the

first system to be adversely affected during an insurgency

is the police. This occurs for two reasonsa firstly, the

police and administration are the initial targets of

terrorism and subversion. Secondly, because most police

forces are regionally recruited they are more pronw to

local intimidation and coercion. One answer to this problem

is establishing the capability of bei,.g able to ruinfurce

local police forces witm outside personnel while eiihuring

that reliable locai policemen maintairi a~ffnity witlh the
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population.

In developing nations with large populations and

limited identification procedures intelligence gathering Is

even more difficult. Mounting surveillance operations in

Northern Ireland amongst a population of 1.4 million has

been extremely costly even though identification systems and

procedures exist. In Punjab, the security forces had to

deal with 14 million people with the only formal

identification system being driving licences owned by less

than ten percent of the population. The problem is further

complicated by the existence of 'closed societies' amongst

the target population. Comparing Nagaland to another

.ur th -eastern state of India, Mizoram, Major General D K

Palit has said:

"..whereas in Nagaland there are a number of
tribes, such as the Angamis, the Konyaks, Aow, Semas
and many others, Mizoram has only one major tribe.
Thus, the anti-government elements of the MNF (Mizo
National Front) are based on a 'closed society'
which the intelligence sections of the secUrity
forces find difficult to penetrate'"28

Intelligence, though required to be highly

Qentralised, has to have roots that can penetrate to the

lowest local level. This can be achieved by having a system

of intelligence that is part of the levels of government and

the counterinsurgency organisation.
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In summary, national approarh is a principle

directing a national plan which includes resources,

organisation, coordination, legality and an intelligenice

system. The aim is total war' to combat 'total war

It is only when the superior resources of a governmtni are

eifectively employed against the insurgents that succ-as c:an -

be hoped for. -g

II
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When an insurgency starts in a nation it iu obvious

that dissidence in one part of the country has apoual. It

is also evident that the rust of the country and itb

leaders ha~ve at that point in time begun to lose popular

support in the insurgent affected area. David Galula hau

porceivwd f our iaws of countarinsurgency of which three deal

entirely with popular support. The thrum lams are-

First law: "The support of the population is as
nacwusarV 4oe the court tralnz rg-r.t Au for the
insurgent." 2 9 Second laws "Support is gained
through active minority." 350 Third Jaw.- "Sup~port
fromn tha population is conditional.'"3 1

In essence, IGalula fuels that a counterinsurgti~t

must win the support of the ooptilation by gaining the

support of those who can. accelerate popular support and that

support is dependent upon the organisation and success of

the national approach. Tharu. qn interesting obsogrvatton

by Trinquier-

"We kn:)w thAt it Is not at all necessary ro have
the sympathy of the maJority of thw people in orde'
to rule "them. 1hs right organisation can turn the
trick. .32

!he fact that the French achieved complete military

success in the oattle for Algiers lends support to
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Trinqu.er's proposition. 3 3 However, for democratic rule

sympathy of the masses is required. Relying upon minority

support, as in the case of Algeria, can be a short-term

expedient but is likely to result in long-term failure.

Popular support can be attracted by charismatic

leader, although even they are not immune to the problem of

insur genc. Jawahar Lal Nehru and Mrs Indira qandhii have

beeii charismatic leaders of India, yet in their veal % of

office insurgencies doveloped and continued in the states

of Nagalarnd, Mlzcram, West Bengal, Manipur, Iripura. Atiam

and Punjab.

The present Prime Minister of India, Mr Ra.kv

Gandhi is another charismatic leader. In his short term of

office he has controlled two of the most dangerous

insurgencies in India- Assam and Punjab. This has been

achieved through good loadership and adopting a national

approach. Commenting on Rajiv Gandhi and Punjab, Mark lully

and Satish Jacob have said-

"Rajiv adopted modern crisis management
techniques to reach the Pun;ab settlement. He set.
up a tight knit commar d group, kept his owi mind
clear by working from brief position papers and
maintained secrecy by insisting that documents were
only read by those who needed to know. rhe rumours
from all four corners of India which used to waft
around Mrs Gandhi's darbar'(court) were kept uut.
This new style certainly worked in the case o+ I-li

"Akalx'(Sikh) settlement'"
3 4
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The sincerity oW implementation of the national plan

will reflect increased popular support. Dr John M Gates has

observed that during the Phillipine Campaign(1899-1902), the

advent of the American officers and their insistence on

cIvIc reform, health, hygiene, education and providing a

corruption free bureaucracy, did more to secure popular

support than military action"35

Popular support though essential in the countryis

critical in the Insurgency area. Popular support is

required to support the national approach in furtherance of

the political atm. The leadership has to rise above

of C.1..f-M. Of Polz .. ic to bring the insurgents

into the fold of democracy irrespective of the outcome of

local political power struggles.

Popular support for democratic ideals versus that

for parochial power cari be made in the handling of the Assam

situation by Mrs Gandhi and later Mr Rajiv Gandhi. The

insurgency having been partially isolated, Mrs Gandhi wanted

to legitimis* a government headed by her party. The people

were against the proposed election as they doubted its

fairness. Thus only th-rty five percent of the population

turned out to vote. As Mark Tully and Satish Jacob havt
i d: !
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" Unrest over illegal immigration in the

north-eastern state of Assam had beers aIoawd t,,
drift to disaster, with thre& tItlfbeeC- i t

mais c ed i i) an 'di~w 1c.. on 11rii. Uii-dh i f ~ ~
A~an,± pi-OPI 0 6

Npedless to say the oovernment was not leqitimised

and the insurgency continued. Mr Rajiv Gandhi after coming

to power decided to ensure fair elections in Assam. The

state went to the polls in January 1986 and returned a local

party, the ASP, to power. The insurgency died with the

results of the election. Mr Gandhi's approach drew popular

support within the overall national political aim of

democracy and an end to insurgency.

Another example of a lack of perception in winning

popular support is the case of Nicaragua in the early

thirties. President Hoover of the U.S. failed to support

the popular nationalist Augusto Ce'sar Sandino calling him a

"cold blooded bandit outside the civilized pale". U.S.

support went to Sacasa aided by Anastasio Somoza and the

latter, having assassinated Sandino, established a brutal

political dynasty which was overthrown by the people in

1979. David Howard Bain has written:

"It is one of history's ironies that finds
Nicaragua today with rebels again in the Segovian
highlands, and a shaky regime trying to survive in
Managua. But many of the guerrillas are former
'Somozista' National Guardsmen,and the government,
which enshrined Sandino's memory by appropriating
his name, is Marxist, a philosophy the nationalist
leader never believed in""37
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Papular support is a reaction of the people to

legitimate authority, leadership, c'edible political

atmosphere and the sincerity of implementation of the

iatiOrnal plan.Q fho more successful the plan, the quicker

popular sappcrt will develop. For- the process gaining this

t.iUpport the U.5. Army has preferred to uSe the term

"mobilisation'- "The objective of mobilisation iL to

organiise and mobilise the populace in support of the

goverpment,"'38
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Isolation is p,-r-iactive in character and seeks to

seize the initiative from the insurgents. Its aim is to

bring the insurgents back into the nation and democracy.

Sun Tzu has said:

"..to win one hundred victories ini one hundred
battles is root the acme Co skill. to subdue the
enerny without fighting is the acme of skiill"39

Force is necessary as a physical and psychological

iacor, tut its application should be the minfiqum necessary.

Isolation is achieved through coordinating the political,

physical, scc~iU-economMc and psychological factors.

However,it has seldom been p_oýible to exert the influtntce

oý all these factcrs zimu!tanso•.iLzv.

Political isolation i5 the anchor of isolatiun

because it draws its ; strength +ron the national political

aim. Thera caý be two main strategies of politxcal

i-solation: firstly, to contain thP political content of

ikisurgent philosophy by discrediting •t; secondly, to

provide a philosophy and political credibility whIch are

stronger arid more legitimate than that of the insurgent,•.

]he first strategy is reactive, the insurgentb will be able
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to create new political causes the moment their initial

causes lose efect. The second strategy is offensive but

pre-stupposes that the government is prepared to offer an

improved prlttical system. Batista in Cuba failed to

comprehend this point; he had little to offer other than

continuation of the existing government, povertv and

cor rupti on.

To nake political isolation possible, the government

must be flexible and provide for the changing needs and

perception of groups within society. The emergence of

an insurgency indicates that some political change is

nieessa[ y arid the example of the State of Assam is pertinent

in th's reaard. The north-eastern states of India have

exp4rienced stabilit" only when the central government has

ztted ta s:atisfy regional political needs. By allowing

rvgioral political parties to operate with success, ragion6l

pol.-Lical .spirations have been assimilated into the

democratic iramework of the contry" 4 0

Neutrali ation is one of the three comoonents o+

c•ounterinsurgencv strategy identified by the U.S.Armv for

!DAD. Neutralisatior -s the 'physical' and 'psychological

separation of the insurgents from the people and implies

"I... li lawful activities to discredit,
disrupt, disurgan,•e and defeat an insurgent
organisation"..and 'its primary target is the
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leadershi arid controi element of the in--irqgeprt

mzvement" F41

Though it is essential to 'discredit', '4isfuut' and

"disorganise' the insurgents, these processeti should be

regarded as secondary benefits and not the object of the

counterinsurgency. The resemblance between the U.S.Armv and

Trinquier's concept of the destruction of the insurgent

organisation is obvious. The intent of both strategies,

however, is political as they are directed against a

political organisation and leadership.

Insurgencies based upon religion are as powarfui as

communist model insurgencies. This is because the

organisation of the 'church' uxists and is strengthened by

emotive belief. When a government has to deal with such a

movement even greater flexibility is required. AnV

countermeasures taken by the government can be interpreted

as further religious repression. Commenting un the IlAaMiL

revolution in Iran, Rysard Kapuscinski has said:

"It is authority that provokes revolution.
Certainly, it does not do so consciously. Yet Ii.t

=1 o ,. ., 'ling finally bacome a
provocation. rhis occurs when a feeling of imrjunitv
takes root among the e'lite: we are allowed
anything, we can do arything. This is a delusion.
but rests on a certain rational foundation" "42

Political isolation has to be complemented bv

socio-economic isolation. Socio-economic isolation is

directed against the insurgent and the people in thiat area.
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Direct socio-economic isolation is primarily short-term and

is concerned with denial of resources to the insurgent.

Indirect socio-economic isolation aims at raising the

socio-econonsic level of the population above the level

promised by the insurgents.

During the Naxalite insurgency in India(1966-1971),

the principal cause advanced by the insurgents was land

reform. The slogan was 'land to the tillers' and the tactic

adopted by the insurgents was to encourage squatters on

land belonging to farmers with large land holdings. In

1967, the insurgents decided to launch a 'land grab

movement. Prior to this however, the government had enacted

TOM
laws controlling land holdings and distribution of land to

the landless. Consequently, when this insurgent initiative

was launched in the farm predominan•t state of Punjab, it

failed because there was no land to 'grab'. This proved to

be a grave setback to insurgent credibility and helped the

gcovernment in isolating the insurgency- 4 3

As the population is the target and resource uf thie

insurgent, there is a need to separate the population from

the insurgents. Physical isolation implies a reientless

limitation of insurgent mobility to the point tnat he is

isolated from -. ie population and resources. It involves

restricting the insurgent and the target population.
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Restricting tha population by imposing controls tr i2gers

public resentment. Hence a balance has to be struck ID

population control to ensure a minimum possible adverse

reaction by the population. It is here that knowledge about

the insurgents becomes critical. The government must know

who the insurgents are, who the insurgents can coe ce arid

who supports thirm.

Physicial isolation is best achieved by the local

civilian govarnment who know the population and are closer

to the linkages cf the insurgents. The military shoud be a

support to the police if necesary. The military are oite of

the parts of physical isolation response and should be

amployed unly wh"n e•:entia l

Physical isolation leads to a direct control of the

populatiun. 'Pacification', 'hamlet' programmes and

"re-location' schemes are means ol reshaping the demography

of an insurgent area. Writing on the successful re-location

plans executed in Malaya, Sir Robert Thompson say% that

the three objects to the strategy were-

"..of protection, of uniting and involvirig the

people and of development, with the ultimate aim Of
isolating the guerilla units from the populatiot ."44

It is clear that physical isolation must lead to a

more secure and profitablu environmefit for the pupulation.
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Thompson goes on to say that the government has to impoae

controls resolutely, it" must !-hu that it iE- not only

determined, but prepered to be rutl, ess "45"s

During the first Indo-China insurgency, the French

h tried to control the entire geographical area with

inadequate resourceL. This proved to be a failure.

Physical isolation was achieved by the British in Kenya when

the Mau Mau gangs were confined to the Aberdare jungle. The

British were equally effective in Malaya. On the other

hand, Sir Robert Thompson has felt that the failure of the

'strategic hamlet programme' in Vietnam was due to a lack of

strategic direction, military operations not being designed

to support the advance of the programme and an inability to

exercise effective population control" 4 6

These controls have to be effective and have to be a

part of the strategy of area control q the object is to

secure the area from one firm base to the next employing all

factors of isolation. The area to be initially controlled

has to be such that it is within the capability of the

counterinsurgents to effectively secure it.

Because of the political nature of insurgency,

Luunterxnsurgency is a battle to win hearts and minds of the

target population. The size of the population and the stage

at which insurgency becomes apparent determines the size of
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the counterinsurgency population to be influenced. Due to

the world wide nature of the media any target population

must now include world opinion.

For long-term psychological isolation two themes

are important. Firstly, the inevitability of government

success and secondly, change for the better. During the

infancy of an insurgency, the people are unlikely to believe

in its inevitability, consequently, this is the best time to

effect psychological isolation.

The people know that the government is powerful and

has the capability to control their lives. This belief must

be strengthened even in the face of insurgent successes.

The government must be sincere and its successes should be

humbly stated because the aim of the government is to

assimilate the insurgents and not exterminate them. An

incident during the Meitei insurgency in the state of

Manipur, in India, highlights this.

In July 1981, Bisheshwar Singh, the charismatic

leader of the PLA(People's Liberation Army). Meitei

insurgents was captured and six members of his committee

were killed in an encounter with securitv forces. This was

a significant breakthrough for the security forces. The

Army Commander, Lieutenant General A S Vaidya. flew wiLh his
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Military Secretary down to the scene of the incident. There

he met with Major General V K 'Tubby' Nayyar, who was the

Lommanding general responsible for coun1terinsurgency in the

area. He asked him whether propaganda capital should be

made of the incident. Major General 'Tubby' Nayyar replied

that the incident should be played down. His reason was

that where it mattered- amongst the target population- the

enormity of the success of the security forces was already

evident. He was also certain that this success did not

spell the end of the insurgency and, later, the insurgents

•nuld mount counter-istrikes which could succeed. If this

were to happen, the government would lose credibility bv

having claimed that the insurgency had been controile. 1he

General's recommendations were accepted and this decision

had the foilowicig important psycholog.ical ef fects"47

the people came to realise that the security forces

did rnot consider the capture and killing of fellow citizeni

A 'success'. by implication, th- people realised that iust

as the security forces were a part of the nation, so were

the people in the affected area. Further, 1ishashwar Sirngh

did not benofit from media exposure and by allowing him to

retain his dignitv in captivity. he was made amenable to

re--entering a demfcratiL society. lhree years later when

the state went to the polls Bishushwar Singh wab elected as

a member of the State legiilature. Although terrorist
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Thi~s study of the principles of counterinsurgency

suqgests that there is orie subjective principle and four

objective principles of counterinsurgency. The iý-'hjective

principle is 'popular- support*: it is a need, a

requirement which is dependent upon the values and

perceptions of the target population. It has to be won by

leadership, security and encouraryement a4 the population,

an'd by creating a credible political atmosphere.

The fir'st objective principle is aim '.The

national aim is the fount of all other aims and actions.

Without the evolution of a national aim. which is m~ainly a

* political aim, no effective policy oir initiative can be

* .~ generated.-

The second objective principle is 'lono-term

per~ipectLIVe'. The Qoverrtment that initiates the

Lhu'Iter inSurf cjercv might not be the one that ends it.

consequently, all planniing and organisationi has to bu

5tructured for longevity.

The third objective principle is 'nat~orial

0pc 101'h. The entire resources of the country have to bL
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CQUNTEF 4 IN- " IEN Y FUPPO- E IF

A 3 E3 -- I•AT0 - I C)N

SE3 TIDN 1 ( IYT3 I1%nUC1 iCJN

The principles of insurgency and counter rinurgency

apply equally to the host and aiding natior. 1he aiding

nations will have to study the principles in the context of

the host nation. The host nation will have to ask

a -5-* l -f - -a~e an* inuron. rt Can t he state -o-vr.'Jsar~

and police assess and handle thR situation? Will the state

government be able to gauge the timing of aid required'?

Does the central government need to interfere? What will be

the regional impact of central aid?

Within a country these problems are dauntii.y enough,

but a degree of flexibility exists; aid from the centre can

be increased or decreased with few ill-effects. However,

when a host nation requests aid in courtermn-urgeuicv from a

foreign power in the eyes of its people it would at)pear to

have made an irrevocable political alignment wL tlial

foreign power. This may adversely affect the concept of
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nationalism for which the government stands. Ihis weak:ness

is likely to be used by the insurgents to raise the slogat

of neo coloniaiism against the foreign power.

In some ways, the internal reaction to assistance by

a foreign power resembles the r esent-npnt to central

authority found from different parts of a federated country.

a democratic nation like India, where a wide diversity of

ethnicity, cultures and religions exists, aid from the

centre in a cuunterinsurgencv situation is viewed with

suiolclon. Commenting on the resentment felt by the Nagas

to central authority, Verrier Elwin observed that the

4e0eing amongst the Nagas was that the

"Naga'.i are not Indians and do not want to
become Indians... Naga territory is not and has never
been. a part of Indian territorv"1

Counterinsurgency aid to a host nation by an aiding

unation could be viewed in mucn the same way by people of the

host country. This feeling, which can be exploited by the

risir gents, is adverse to the interests of the

Lounterinsurgent. It has to be overcome through confidence

arid understanding between the people of the two countrieý-,

irterests of the two nations have to be examined and burdens

,Ivarvd: aid needs to be provided without paternaliSM or the
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creation of dependence which stifles self-reliance. and the

national will of the two countries should unite to sulve the

insurgency problem. Common interests between nations. a

supportive national will, and minimum visible suppor L are

essential principles in makinq counterinsurgency support to

a host nation a success.
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National policies retlect national interest%. Where

interests coincide to mutual benefit friundships and

associations between nations grow. Where interests clash,

animosity, belligerence ai.d, sometimes, conflict results.

1he interests oi a nation can be long-term or short-ternm.

Econonic interests tend to impact on all other national

interests be they ideological, cultural or those established

by historical precedent. An aiding nation is unlikely to

come to the assistance of a host nation unless soma

commonalitv of interests is present. Keepinc in view that

insurgencies a--e protracted wars*. such interests must be

endtir i ng.

No country wi.ll willinglv open itself to

exoloitation by outside interests. It will seek support it

the assistance is beneficial to the country in the lunq-terin

perspectiva. The requirement of common interests between

the host and aiding nations is hence critical to the success

of counterinsurgency operations. I+ common interests exist

thE aiding nation would be able to assess tne symptoms of

insurgency quickly through cooperation in the field of

siared intelligence.
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14 the insurgency is to be isolated,

COunterinsurgency measures must be implemented as ear Iv a

possible. For the host nation, the best strategy is

prevenrition rather than curw. )his impJi a a removal ut the

possible causes of insurgencv arI that counItry. Ihe L -kUbeS

Lould be political or sociu-wcoreomlc. Whereas the ioliLtit-al

causes should be tackled by the nation itself, an aidi•Ju

nation could play an important role in aiding the

socio-economic programme. If this aid is within the commion

interests of the two nations. an atmosphere of coii+idei.Le• i•

-A

likely to develop between them and their people. It

subsequent counterin.iurqencV aid is sought by the houA

nati on. its .it-nple would see it as a Inaical extenioii oi

exlstrng proqrammes. Consequently. it would be that much

more dif4acult for the insurgents to gain propaganda capital

by depicting the aid as a threat to natiornalasm.

The 9ritish in Malaya had common interests wiLh the

emerging independent Federation of Malaya. Ihe intere tLs

were long-Lerm. based upon the economic infrastructurv built

during colunial rule. Ihe British were keen to ensure a

smooth transition of power while retainino their C'c,,UIusi,

interests. !he Malavsiatis on the other hand wished to'

niainitaiii thteir federal system without havin F u t ii tlsileit

to conmiluiist terrorists. [tie LCoi.ncidence L3+ these iiitLre:ts
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established the foundation which enabled the British ana ti'e

Malavsians to conclude the Ma~aya counterinsurgency

successfully. Ironically, the counterinsurgency was

directed against the same organisation which had helped ii

attainnoent of the British short-term interest of ridding

Malaya of the Japanese during World War 1l( Chin Peeng, the

leader of the 'communist terrorists was granted the Order

of the British Empire for his services during World War

Colonel Harrv Summers has observed that a lack of

common interests between the United States and the Republic

of Vietnam was one of the causes of failure in Vietnam. He

stresses that, while U.S. interests called for a po.icv of

containment of communist expansion by Lhina and the

U.S.S.R., the only Vietnamese interest was survival.3 Fhe

i(4terests were incompatible over the lung haul and

e.ventually the U.S. found it necusarv to cut the costs i-

sustaining a smaller interest in the face of more vital

interests. Henry Brandon says:

"In early 1972, the situaLion was quite
different. The United States by then had
est.ablished a new relationship with China, and was
in the process of doing so with the Soviet Union,
which raised the common interests among the three
into a different range... Three great powers, each
for their own reasons, had reached the conclusion
that it was better for everybody tQ bring this ill

fated war to an end'!4
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Changing international interests will be r fllcted

by changing specific policies. For counterinsurgenLv

support, however, common interusts must be durable enough to

span possibly a quarter of a century. We have noticed that

the insurgencLIes in Guatemala and Uruguay lasted twelve

years; the insurgency in Northern Ireland is seventeepr years

old; Vietnamese insurgencies leading to limited wars spannwd

twenty eight years; and, the Naga insurgency in India has

sputtered along for thirty years. Thus a long-term

commitment is required and only common interests will allow

for a perpetuation of the national will to win at any costs.
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13 E TC-- Y 4-3 a MdcTIDNI UIL. W I -L.

National will consists af leadership, thin itr.ngth

of the political system and the willingness of the paoplu to

sacrifice 4 o- a cause. Lesadrship in democratic countries

~merge* through the procuss of free and -fair electities. The

leaders reflect the mood of the country at that time.

Depending upon the charisma and the organisational %kill of

the leader, the people accept the direction of the leader,

or expec~t him to deliver an the promises of the election

manifesto. 7hus it is that the people choose the leader and

the system he champions.

In comparison to totalitarian or euithoritarian

systems, democratic governments face a serious drawback.

lhe leadership in democratic nations continues to change and

in some national systems there is a sharp div.?rgence of

na~tional policies following each change. In the lifetime of

an insurgency, which could last twenty five years, the

Presidency of the United States could change six times. In

actual fact, five Presidents of the United States actea in

the Viwtnamese dr-ama and there were eighit changes of the

South Vietnamese "government" in 1964 alone..
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This change of leadership and policy 2s d-Ahe(qir1,L.J tu

the counterinsurgent. The leadership of a host gu'r.,,, •,•t

and the 'intelligentsia might accept the chatnge5. bLit It

takes a long time the people at the grass roots level to

comprehend the cha;ige of policy - many see it as a

weakness. An example is the chaage in attitudes towards

Vietnam by the leadership of the United States during the

years 1961 to 1972.

President J F kennedy had, by 1961, decided to hold

the line in South Vietnam in face of heightened communist

guerrilla activity, to increase the Eisenhower commitment,

and make the survival of the Saigon government a ma)or

objective of American foreign policy-5 Four years later,

President L B Johnson, reiterating U.S. policy on the

communist threat saidi

" We have learnt at a terrible and brutal cost
that retreat doea not bring safety and weakness does
not bring puace"... *.he Vietnam war" is guided by
North Vietnam, and is spurred by communist China.
Its goal is to conquer the South, to defeat American
power, and extend Asiatic dominion of communism." 6

Seven years later at a bafnquet on his last day in

China, President R M Nixon, raised a toast to his Chinese

hosts and said:
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"But what we have said in the commnique' is not
nearly as important as what we will do in the years
ahead to build a bridge across 16,000 miles and
twenty-two years of hostility which have divided us
in the past...we have been here a week. This was
the week that changed the world."'

This fundamental change in stance towards communism

certainly helped to bring the curtain down in South Vietnam.

After all these years of anti-communist politics, suddenly,

there were good communists and bad communists. For the

people of South Vietnam who had been motivated to +ight

communism this split view was a puzzle they could not

solve. Nor could their leaders create a fresh motivation

against communism because the senior partner of the

alliance, the U.S., had accepted the primacy of national

interests over ideology. It sapped the will of the South

Vietnamese people arid strengthened that of the North

Vietnamese. Commentirg on the Paris Accord that followed in

January 1973, Nguyen Cao Ky saide

"..the North Vietnamese seized on one fact that
the United Status was not really concerned with
peace at allb it was only concerned with getting out
of Vietnam.

rhe U.S. leadership and its people had been unable

to maintain the aim they had set themselves in Vietnam. The

national will could not meet the sacrifice of economic and

human costs. This had a disasterous effect upon the

allxance. President Niion's toast in Peking signalled the

fall of South Vietnam and counterinsurgency. General Bruce
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Palmer Jr has writtenr

"The late Warren 6. Nutter, former assistant
secretary of defenae for international security
affairs under Laird, told me after a visit to Saigon
in the early fall of 1974, that the Scuth Vietnamese
morale was shattered and that President Thieu fwlt
betrayed and abandoned. In Nutter's words, the
declared American policy of building a viable South
Vietnam was only a sham; the real policy was to cut
American losses and get out of Vietnam." 9

Similarly in the Algerian counterinsurgency, it was

the lack of national will represented by General De Gaulle

which eventually led to the failure of the

counterinsurgency. At the time when the battle of Algiers

had been won by the counterinsurgants through employment of

the physical and psychological, 1 0 De Gaulle had assessed

that th.e futurc costs o. i.a-nta±iniii-i Lulu,,idl Alaeria wouio

be high. He also appreciated that were the Algerians to be

given full French citizenship, within a few score years the

French portion of the population of the mainland of France

would be in a minority. Accordingly

"In 19:9, however, De Gaulle, realizing that
such a long-term policy was too heavy a burden on
the French economy, significantly softened h2s line,
and on 16 September he pronounced the magic word
"autonomy'. The effect was immediately devastating;
the troops felt cheated, the pro-French community of
Algeria was outraged, the rebels recovered hope arid
aggressiveness. Within a few manths, year% of
effort were ruined." 1 1

The national will of a country is expressed in the

aLtions of the leadership of that country for it is they who
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have to be judges of the strength or breaking point of that

will. The national wills of the aiding and host nation must

complement each other. If one of them falters, it will have

an irreparable effect upon the successful outcome of the

counterinsurgency. The peoples of both the nations have to

accept the costs of a protracted and total war. The

leadership and the political systems of the countries must

maintain and sustain this will.
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The cost of a long war has to be justified to the

people by its government. When the cost starts to iicrease.

the people of the aiding nation will invariablv ask whose

war ix- it? During the initial stage in escalation o+ United

States sapport to South Vietnam, President J F Kennedy,

commenting on the Buddhist orutests against the Diem icjegme

said:

"I don't think that unless a greater effort is
made by the (Saigon) government to win popular
support that the war can be won out there... In the.
final analysis, it is their war. They are the onea
who have to win it or lose it. We can help them, we
ca,, 4ive iAin, equipment, we can send our men out
there as advisers, but they have to win it- the
people of Vietnam-against the communist5s"12

Today if the American people are asked whose war

was the Vietnam war, the majority response will be that it

was an 'American' war. So it wab, but in reality it should

have been a war of the Vietnamese people. South Vietnam was

fighting to retain a government in a Joint operation with

the United States. On the other hand, the North Vietiiameiie

were struggling for independence'. liberation',

nationalism* and commurnism as a people themselves, witthout

the visible presence of U.S.S.R. and China. MhIs lac k of

visible presence of a foreiqn power in North Vietnam inade 0i
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a 'people's war' and gave them a psychological advantage

over the South.

In developing nations today, there is a sensitivity

towards foreign support as it could lead to physical

intervertion. The insurgents will be quick to point out

this seeming infringement of sovereignty and append the

slogan of nationalism' to their propaganda. Consequently,

the acceptance of support by a host nation from an aiding

nation is politically difficult and yet, the aid is a

necessity.

rhe aiding nation too has the problem of justifying

the cost of war to its people. As this is often to be made

public, the government faces opposition, and it allows the

insurgents in the host nation to politicise dissension. The

paradox is that though foreign aid has to be given, rec~eived

and iustified, it should preferably not be perceived by the

insurgents. The requirement therefore is of minimum visible

support.

]he U.S.S.R. in Vietnam and China in India. have

been 5uccessful in exercising minimum visible support to

iisurgents. In all the insurgencies supported by China in

India, no Chinese presence has ever been reported.

Insurgents have been trained in Lhasa and China, resources
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have been provided, but the visible support ha& been

minimal.13 The stress has been on self-reliance. However

in overt counterinsurgency support the U.S.S.R. has

suffered serious attrition and embarassment at the har.ds of

insurgents in Afghanistan and Ethiopia.

Minimum visible support does not imply minimum aid.

If support in a counterinsurgency is to be given, it should

be related to a 'national approach' and of mass relevant to

the situation including the possibility of escalation" 1 4 It

is pertinent to recall Galula's fourth iaw of

counterinsurgency "Intensity of effort and vastness of means

are ecsential*"15

There should not be a graduatewd ir,•ceas o# __p...

because an insurgwncy is most vulnerable during its infancy.

Consequently, the application of mass is most appropriate at

this stage. An aiding nation will have to be prepared to

offer support in mass at the outset and at the same time

ensure a decreised perception of that aid while keeping in

mind that the object of giving aid is to create

aelf-reliance.

Minimum visible support continues to apply even on

induiction of military power into a host nation. lhe need
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for military power pre-supposes that the insurgency is fast

escalating to open warfare. Here, too, the military of the

aiding natici must be in support of and be seen to be in

support of the host nation's forces. The aiding nation has

to ensure that within the host nation and in the world

arena, it does not capture the attention of media or public

opinion as being the proponent of counterinsurgency. We are

well aware through the media of the contribution of the

United States to the counterinsurgency in Vietnam. On the

other hand, the absence of such information regarding the

involvement of the U.S.S.R and China identified the North

Vietnarese struggle with its people and not a foreign power.

C:ommenting on the need for Vietnamese participation in the

Vietnam war-, Nguyen Cao Kv said:

"According to reports by American advisers, a
number of Vietnamese units are ineffective and it
"will be difficult for them to raplace American
units. But I told the advisers that when there is a
possibility of our doing the job they should let us
do it, so we can win the respect of the
people..".."on handing over the fighting to the
Vietnamese, someone suggested calling the proaram
'De-Americanisation', No! for God's sake I
protested. That would raally :arove to the world
that you have been iighting the war."lb

Ilinimuin visible support is extramely difficult to

practice because it raises auections of government secrecv,

,need for awareness by the public and denial of information

to the media. However. if this is viewed in the

J
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totaiity of common interests and national will, miiiirnuin

visible support Lan be made practicable. It is important to

realise that minimum visib.a support is essential to th&s

success of a counterinsurgencv in its psvchological

implication, and it encourages the host nation towards

self-reliance and dignity.
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SECT•r C3N n s UMMAFRY

In supporting counter.nsurgency in a host nation,

the aiding nation has to first evaluate the situation based

upon the principles of insurgency and co:interinsurgency.

Having done so, support -iilI be effective if the throe

principles of 'common interests, 'national will and

minimum visible support' are either presewit or followed.

An inter-action exists betwee'n these principles and

each is important to the furtherance of the other two. if

the Vietnamese war had remained Vietnamese, backed by common

interests and a +used national will amongst the peoples of

Vietnam and the United States, perhaps the 3utcome of the

counterinstirgency would have been different. These

orinciples combined to give success to the counterinsurgency

in Malaya.

The counterinsurgent's war is a 'total war' of iorio

coenmimtfent. It i% a test of wills. It i5 the most

difficult war that an aiding nation has to fight because it

has to eschew the limelight of success while sharing the

bitterness of defeat. A very careful evaluation of the

pt-inciples of counterinsurgency has to be made befcre a
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leader commits his nation to an aiding rule. It is a

critical decision whereby the next generation might have Lo

pay the bill.
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-"APFT-ER a V I

fL-MNCLIUS I ON

SEE r I ON 1 CON3CL.US IO (N

Because of instability within developing nations,

insurgencies are likely to occur in thn future. An

insurgency in a developing nation would r-fect the interests

of the countries in that region and the world at large. To

control an insurgency, developing nations might call for

support from other sympathetic nations. An aiding natiorn

would have to study th2 situation in the host nation before

Lummitting itself to support.

In carrying out the study the aiding nation would

analyse the principles of insurgency being practiced by the

insurgents. There are eight principles of insurgency

arrived at in this thesis. Ihree of these are objective

prinLlples; protraLted war, choice of terrain and gaining

iiitelligencw; and five are subJective principless cause,

leadership, popular support, creating an alternate society

atid external suuport. Whereas the insurgent has the

Liitiativw ifs applying the obiective principl&,s, the
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subjective princ2ples need mobilisation. Eventually, all

principles must coexist to lead to a successful insurgerIcv.

Having studied the strengths and weaknesses of the

insurgents, the aiding nation would further examine the

principles of counterinsurgency being followed in rpspourse

tc the problem by the host nation. 1his thesis has evolved

five principles of counterinsurgency. The objective

principles are: aim, long-term perspective, national

approach and isolation. These objective principles must

be applied with the sole purpose of achieving the

subjective principle of popular support.

In providing counterinsurgency 5upport to a hotL

nation threa principles have emerged-ccmmon interests.

national will and minimum visible support. Once the

decision to 5upport a host nation is taker the five

principles of counterinsurgqncv and the three principles of

counterinsurgency support to a host nation must act in

coordination. If this concerted effort is achieved, it is

likely that the couriterinsurgencPv will be successful.
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E3CTION 2 a FRCMMENDAT IONS

A successful response to insurgency is only pos~ible

if it is Based upon the principles of insurgency,

counterinsurgency and counterinsurgency support to a host

nation outlined previously. There are two parts to this

response: firstly, the actions taken by the host nation;

secondly, the actions taken by the host nation in

conjunction with an aiding nation. Commonality of interests

between the two nations will dictate the degree and speed of

implementation of this complementary response.

The fi-st =top in an .-- ±4AL '

the host nation to analyse the eight principles of

insurgency. This analysis will define the problem and allow

the application of the five principles of counterins;r-gency.

in particular the analysis of the principles of insurgency

must isolate the weaknesses of the insurgents, which will be

exploited in any subsequent response.

As far as the obJective principles of insurgencv a-e

concerned (protracted war, choice of terrain and

iiitelligence), survival is both a fundamental and weakness

fur the insurgent. Protracted war requires an insurgent to

survive and prosper through winning small actions thereby
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catching the public eye and gathering support through his

demonstrations of success. Therefore, the counterinsurgent

should limit the duration of the conflict and deny the

insurgent publicity he gains from success. This can be

achieved by application of mass through adopting a national

approach during the early stages of the insurgency. A

responsible media is an essential part of this approach;

and requires that the government be truthful in admitting

both success and failure. In this way the power of the

media will be harnessed to government use in winning the

trust of the people.

In choice of terrain, the insurgent's weakness is

his mobility. An insurgent's mobility is influenced by the

people and his ability to operate and survive in the

environment. Mobility is enhanced by support of Lhe

population as it allows the insurgent to merge with tlh

people of an area. If the insurgent is robust. inured to

hardship and capable of operating with minimal logistic

support, he will enjoy a mobility advantage when compared to

the security forces. The counterinsurgent must restrict the

mobility of the insurgent by firstly, separating him from

the people and secondly, by ensuring that the mobility of

the security forces is superior to that of the insurgent.

Separating the insurgent from the population has
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many rewards for the counterinsurgent, one of the most

important being denial of intelligence to the !nsurgent. An

insurgent develops his plans from intelligence provided by

the people who support him either through choice or

coercion. A weakness of an insurgent is to convince people

to carry out covert missions. Thus the counterinsurgent's

objective must be to convince the people that aiding the

insurgent entails prohibitive cost; while supporting the

government, will result in security and progress. This is

achieved by providing security to the population from

insurgent terror. The people must know that they can and

will be protected from coercion on a continuing basis. They

also must know that the government is capable of identifying

difference between a comfortable existence under

governmental control and the hunted existence of insurgent

svmpathisers. While demonstrating the harsh edge of

governmental resolution, the door to amnesty and clemencv

should always be kept open. For those who wish to take it,

the first, dificult. step to join forces with the government

should be made both easy and honourable.

ln countering the subjective principles of

insurgency (cause, leadership, alternate society and

external support), there is a need to address the factors

contributing to the cause, the survival of the insurgent
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organisation, credibility of insurgent leadership, and the

difficulties the insurgent faces in having to coritinuoLslV

motivate the population. the causes of discontent

underpinning the insurgent appeals have to be identified and

action taken to eliminate or ameliorate condition5

contributing to the cause-. Whilst this might riot stop

insurgency, it will reinforce the credibility and sincerity

of the government by demonstrating the government ,

flexibiiity in accepting change in socio--economic and

political matters. While implementing a programme for

improvement, the government must continue its attack aqainst

the insurgent leadership and organisation.

recommended that, capitalising on insurgent weakness, the

counterinsurgent should: limit i"surgent survival bv earlv

application of mass through a national approach; encourage a

truthful and responsive media& ensure a superior mobilitv uf

security forces; give security to the populatioarn make ttie

cost of supporting thin insurgents by sympathisers

prohibitive, while keeping the door to clemencv open; temove

the causes themselves limiting the protest base; displ ty a

leadership capabLe of flexibilitv in ushering in ne~essarv

socio-economic-political reforms: and with all resourLes

attack insurgent leadership and organisation. In case the
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governmernt does not posess sufficient resources to launch

counterinsurgency measures, it might have to seek as i stance

from a friendly nation. In this case it is essential that,

both nations agree on the broad principles of the programme

of supoort.

Before providing counterinsurgency support to a host

nation, the aiding nation must examine existing common

i•rterests and determine policy changes likely to impact on

these in the forseeable future. Additionally the leadership

o+ the aiding nation must assess whether its people will

support a long term commitment to the host nation. If

common interests exist and public support ir positive, it is

likely that a commitment will be made.

the aiding nation has to get answers to certain

important questions. Firstly, is the leadership in the host

nation representative of the aspirations of the people?

Ihis would entail examination of the political system of the

Lountrv, the degree of freedom people have in choosing their

leaders, and the socio-economic expectations of the people

and the efforts uf the leadership to attain them. If the

leadership is representative of the aspirations of the

people, giving it aid will be productive.

Secondly. is the leadership amenable to initiating

sucio-economic and political reform? The leadership might
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be elitist with a few people controlling the economv,

consequently, the leadership would resist reform if it

implied loss of control. Aiding such a government would

probably result in failure. Therefore the aiding nation

would have to demand reform as the price of support or, not

support at all.

Thirdly, is the host nation capable of maintaining a

democratic tradition and protecting huiian rights? An

examination of the political history and political

institutions of the country, could help to predict the

likelinood of a continuing democratic tradition. Further,

the status of freedom of the press, personal freedoms like

speech and religion, right to work, right to have a fair

trial, and protection against illegal arrest, would help in

determining the position of human rights in the country.

The perception of the minimum level of human rights might be

different in the two countries. The aiding natiop will have

to accept the concept of human rights in the host nation or,

negotiate for an improvament of norms.

Lastly, does the nation have res~ources to implement

effective counterinsurgency measures? The host nation may

have the resources but lack organisation. On the ather

hand, resources, organisation and training may be totativ

lacking. rhe aiding nation will have to make an assessmient
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of this resource potential and satisfy itself that it can

make good the shortfalls. If answers to all the quesiions

are satisfactory, both nations should be in a position to

agree upon the manner of support.

The principle of minimum visible support must be

paramount; and all assiutance should complement the national

strategy adopted by the host nation. A combined

organisation or headquarters must be established to ensure

coordination and integration of the aid; and this

organization must have representation at the necessary

counterinsurgency operational levels of the host nation.

Economic aid should be dedicated to specific

programmes giving the aiding nation satisfaction in

completion and success of the programmes. For example, if

it is part of the counterinsurgency plan to improve the

irrigation sytem and communications network in a particular

area, that specific responsibility could be given to the

aiding nation. This would have two major advantagese

firstly, funding and execution of the project by one agency

would optimise efectiveness. Secondly, the host nation

government would be unable to misuse funds earmarked for

the project.

Military asistance must foster self reliance in the
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host nation counterinsurgency forces. Priority should be

given to training, provision of equipment and assistance in

organisation. If the situation is such that the aiding

nation's troops are to be employed in combat, command and

control limitations munt be specified. For example, whilst

the aiding nation's troops must be prefared to fight as a

part of the host nation's forces, units and formations

should not be broken up and must operate homagenously.

Similarly, if the aiding nation's forces are in sufficient

strength to be able to operate independently, they should be

allotted a specific area of operations. To give legality to

the enterprise, the aiding nation's forces should be subject

to the laws of the host nation, if not the legal system per

In summarising the second part of the response to

insurgency it is recommended tnat, the aiding nation should

critically analyse the strength of common interests, and the

will of its people before making a commitment to the host

nation. Further, it should be satisfied that the leadership

in the host nation is representaive of and supported by the

people, will champion democracy, 5afeguard human rights and

be capable of necessary reform. Also, all aid must support

the national strategy of the host nation and foster econiomic

and military self reliance with minimum visible support. It

is anticipated that a combined organisation will be required
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to ensure unity of commandi finally, all forces of the

aiding nation should be subJect to the laws of the host

country.

This thesis provides a theoretical framework of

action for both host nation and aiding nation in a

counterinsurgency situation. Assuming a commonality of

interests between the two nations, two practical problems

emerge. Firstly, the structure of the actual support

mechanisms that the two nations must implement in order to

best integrate the counterinsurgency effort. This can only

be tested by a further study based on a specifically

developed model. Secondly, the long term effect on the

aiding nation's foreign policy causad by enduring

commitment to support the hust nation. An answer to this

question will require another study comparing resource

mobilisation capability of the aiding nation against: a

time factor; the relationship between leadership, national

will and maintenance of aim; and the 4mpact of regional and

global interests.
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